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PREFACE
!1y rascination with the

arrowino of 'ell rotif has

blossomed slowly and reluctantly.

On the rare occasions when

I encountered the alien phrase, "He descended into hell," in the
creed of a communion other than my own, my response was the
incredulity of one who discovers unsuspected superstition among
otherwise enlightened friends.

I reacted with even creater

tvulsion on meeting the there as a full-blown rotif during a
course in Middle Englisv Literature.

Protestantis-1, as

Joseph Campbell intimates, has a histor:, of destroying icons,
and I threw up an instant guard aeainst a doctrine so obviously
incapable of scriptural support.
My initial exploration of the Harrowing of Hell motif
was prompted --so I thought--by rere intellectual curiosity over
the inexplicable appeal of a fabricated story.

The wonder crew

as I encountered the rotif again in a conter7porary setting,
Charles

novel, Descent into Hell.

Labeled as

'co-inherence,' the motif appeared in each of his novels, I
:bserved.

I recognized it in C. S. Lewis' space trilogy, in

-olkien's Lord of the Rinos, in
'aiting for Gcdot.

lbee's Zoo Story and Peckott'S

Suddenly twentieth century analogues see'ed

be dropping from the skies, and T foub
leeic, falling under their enchantment.

rTself, beyofld all

Perhaps I ow
e ., 7y final
emancipatio
n from wari
statement by
ness to a
C. S. Lewis
that ancien
t myth, thou
may be very
gh false as
history,
near the tr
uth as prop
hecy. We for
God hirself
get, he sai
d, that
has promised
to give us
the rorning
which leave
Star--a prom
s a great de
ise
al to the i
magination.
The observ
ation recall
ed my own c
hildhood at
embellish t
tempts to
he evaneeli
sts' resurr
ection acco
unts, and th
tires, both
e many
as child an
d adult, wh
en my dreams
descent mot
had embodied
if. The re
the
velation exp
osed my unel
lling fasci
as a tensio
nation
n between a
fancied thr
eat to ortho
affinity lA
doxy and a
th the the
deen
me, and I wa
s free at l
ast to savor
subject with
my
delight. T
he study, a
c
c
o
r
dingly, has p
beyond a co
rogressed
nqideretien
of the
of Hell ,
literary eu
7 otif as a
riositv to
a rue2nitic
e of its ca
7acity for
imagnativel
y expressin
g my most ch
erishec! bel
iefs.
An added p
leasure has
been the opp
ortunity to
through my
observe
research th
e infinite
interrelati
onships betw
literature
een
end man's c
oncept of G
od.
I acknowled
ge with gr
atitude -y i
ndeptedness
Clarke, who
to Cr. Mary
directed this
study, and
to Dr. Hugh
Little, who
Agee and Dr.
served as m
Lee
embers of t
he committe
e. Their ex
standards o
acting
f scholarshi
n have been
a
n
i
ncentive to
research, t
careful
heir wisdom
and toleran
ce a model
for objecti
thought and
ve
eAeressicn,
and their p
e
r
s
onal friends
crished jo
hip a
y.
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INTRODUCTIM
ancient roti
f is recurr
ing with im
in t‘-entie
pressive fre
th century
quency
literature.
Dale Wasser
(,-,ives it T:
man's Man of
oetic expre
La . ancha
ssion in a
line from "
The Quest':
into hell f
"To march
or a heaven
ly cause."
The imagery
the rarroA
is derived fr
ng of w,e1
om
1, one of th
e most prom
inent of all
literary th
medieval
e-es, but no
w so unfami
liar under
that lahel as
almost esot
eric. An
to be
elaboration
of the Pass
on story, t
motif reco
he
unts t)--.e ev
ents of I:ol
y Saturday,
-hen Chrst
to have sto
is said
rmed hell,
!Dinding Sat
an and free
ing the ri7h
The Parrowi
teous de:ad.
ng of ['En
is a
s7ecialized v
a comprehen
ariant of
sive body o
f rotifs lo
o
s
e
l
y
classi'ie a
journeys. 1
s stherworld
The otherwo
rld journey
has been -e
Egyptians e
re since the
nvisioned t
heir sun co
d driving
dark side o
chariot arou
f Earth; it
nd the
re7ains as
current as
story of Jack
7ast nisht's
bedtime
and the Be
anstalk. Th
e lure o= t
charm of th
he unknown i
e motif--a
s the
subtle blen
ding of ant
'-i a. tich a
so universal
nd horror
ly apprehe
nded that i
t
may be th:,:
archetype.2
"t of as an
Its aopeara
nces run th
e gamut f-::lutc's kie
napping
1,Al• ,
tn Thomson
Helsinki:
, Motif-Ind
ex of Folk
SuoTalainen
..".shat -s (
Tiedeakatem
6 vols.;
ia, 19-J-4)7
!aauc bodki
'
70-F199.
n, i-rchetypa
Psychologica
l Patterns
l Studies
ir
of Imaciina
Oxford Uni
tion, nxfor
versity Pre
ss, 1965),
s (London:
pp. 61. 115.c

1

2

of Proserpina to Jonah's ordeal in the belly of the whale or the
adventure of Little !W Riding Hood's crandmother.
The Harrowinc of hell falls within a subclass of this
sprawling field: descents into hell.3 This category, too, is
o broad one, accomcdatino such classic mythological ard folk
tales as the Babylonian epic of Gilgamesh, ernheus and Eurydice,
Sir Orfeo, the Devil's Contract, and certain episodes in the
Odyssey.

Indeed, if every quest of the artist for self-

knowleciae,5 every psycho-analytic session,6 and every act of
7
intercourse were considered a descent into hell, as some insist,
the ramificaticns would be endless.
To define the score of this study, therefore, Farrowinc
of Hell i7agery will he thct of as those syrbols peculiar to
the pseudo-biblical story, with redemptive activity and trium:
as distincuishiKg criteria.

The hero is a -Christ figure who has

already achieved a degree of self-nastery.

His descent into hell

represents an act of rede- ticn for others, with victory as the

11

3 .ctif-Irdcx of rol!. Literature, III, motifs F2'..l-F1C9.
4
Antti Aarne, The Types of the Folk-Tale: A Classification
and Eibliocraphy, trans. and enlarged by Stith Thompson (Helsinki:
Suo-alainen Tiedeakatemia, 1961), type 756B.

1

5Eodkin, Archc, pal Patterns in Poetry, pp. 124-45,
133-34.
6,.
yircea Eliade, The Sacred and the Profane: The 7'ature
of Relicion, trans. by Yillard P. Trask, Farper Torch5ook-7
,!-.'e..1
York: Harper I; RGW, Publishers, 1959), pp. 201-13.
7This
seers to be the thesis of James 7:aldwin's ".rother
Country (:ew York: Dial Press, 19F2). It is explicit in
John Updike's "Lifeguard" in Pioeon Feathers and ether Stories,
Crest Book (Greenwich, Conn.: TWiett Publictions, Inc.,
pp. 149-50.

1.11,4-ke

outceme.

This deliritaticn, it

be seer, is rat imeossibly

restrictive.

A survey of contemeorary literature
indicates that
Wasserman's use of the descent motif
with redemptive implications
is far from an isolated instance.
Edward lbee in The Zoo Story
and Samuel :eckett in Waiting for
Godot employ the imagery as a
tentative suogestion of redempti
on, hoped for if unachieved. The
same wistful negation accompanies
its appearance in Kazantzakis'
Greek Passion and !'auriac's The
Lamb.
The motif emerges faintly in Faulkner
's Parable, more
confidently in Eliot's Cocktail Part
y, Graham Greene's Pottino
shed, and Henri i.;Ernanos' Carmelit
es. A strong case can be made
for descent imagery in the novels ef
Dereard "alamec:, -ith their
strain of sacrificial involveeent.
It is even hinted at ever SD
delicately in T. P. white's airy Cnce
and Future Kin°, whose
tcyish Arthur prays to encounter all
the evil in the world in his
own person so that if he conquers
there will be none left.8
:lore forthricht is the use of Parr
owing of Fell ieaeery
in the works of the English writ
ers, C. S. Lewis, J. P. P. Tolkien,
and Charles Williams. Their novels
fuse theme and symbol into
a satisfyine whole, raking possible
sustained use of the motif.
Random as they are, these sampling
s indicate that
descensus imacery has surfaced in
contemeorary literature i!ith
enuush frequency to merit an apera -Isal.
This study will exarline
theeherorcnon of its re-emercence in
force throuch (1) an
investigation of the roots of the
motii- ir. Christian and
8T. H. White, The Once and Future
Kino, Eprkley Medallion
Book (New York: G. P. Putnam's
Soes, 1RJ, o. 181.

4
rt'iolocical

sources; (2)
an explanat
ion of its r
and decline
ise, popula
in England
rity,
during the M
i
d
d
l
e
A
ges, when it
was at a pe
s influence
ak ar7! its
aopearance u
nmistakable;
(3) a brief
statement co
ncerning its
relative in
sicnificance
that immedi
in the centu
ately follo
ries
wed and its
manifestatio
nineteenth c
ns during th
entury and
e
(4) a close
e
x
a
mination of
selected mod
its role in
ern works.
Chapter I i
ntroduces th
e Harrowin?
of Hell as a
third centu
fictive
ry account
of Christ's
triumphant a
the silent
ssault on he
days betwee
ll in
n his death
a
n
d
resurrection
basis for t
. Scriptura
he story is
l
found to be
s
c
a
n
t
,
b
u
t
traced to he
its roots ir
e
roic tradit
ion in both
H
e
brew and pag
Similarities
an r ,thology
and dif!'o;I
.
Pces are cha
r
t
e
d
,
a
n
d the conclu
reached tha
sion is
t the motif
owes its ap
peal to the
fulfillment
the redempti
of
ve hero ide
al.
Chapter II
examines the
Harrowing of
Hell motif i
period of it
n the
s createst
influence--t
he iddle A
ces, flue t
limitations,
o space
the study ha
s been conf
i
n
e
d
to appearanc
motif in a
es of the
single lang
uage: Engl
ish. Its an
alogues are
representati
ve, accessi
ble, and pr
esent with a
in almost e
bundant vari
very genre.
ations
The uncerta
in nature o
f life in th
e :liddle A2e
fertile soi
s provides
l for propa
caticn of th
e descent do
ctrine, as d
the medieval
oes
ind-set with
its unified
concept of fa
The motif is
ith and life
carried to
.
its peak by
t
h
e
m
y
s
tery play.
as doctrine
Its decline
coincides wi
th the enli
9htened crit
Renaissance
icism of th
and Reforma
e
tion, and le
ads to use o
f th,
: o-otii- as
symbol.

Chapter III opens with a resume of trends which result in
the comparative obscurity of the theme from the Renaissance to
the present.

Renaissance optimism and man's confidence in his

own powers during the early modern period of scientific discovery
and industrial revolution are cited.

Several nineteenth century

uses of Harrowing of Hell imagery are noted, but a tentative
conclusion is reached that the motif is most useful in an era
of general uncertainty, such as the present, when man doubts his
ability to master inter-personal relations.
Twentieth century literature is the area chosen for
concentrated stud: in 5yr-toile uses of the Totir.

The body of

Chapter Ill examines in depth Beckett's 'laitine for :(e-Jot and
Albee's 7:_oo Story as exae - les of the negative or ironic nse of
the

The chapter closes with a brief consideration of

several other wors of similar spirit and suggests why irony
represents the prevalent mode of the motif at present.
Chapter IV illustrates the affirmative use of the
descent motif by the English Christian romanticists, J. 7!. R.
Tolkien, C. S. Lewis, and Charles
Contemporary works selected for examination in depth have
been chosen on an arbitrary basis.

Other possibilities existing

in each catecory might have been considered with equal profit.
Generally speaking, preference has heen given these works which
most unmistakably display the author's conscicus choice of descent
imagery in the Christian pattern.
The thesis to be supported is that the revivified
Farrowing of Hell imagery in twentieth century literature ort7rates

-47?.w.At
•

6
Cctively
as e symbol
of orde - and
reclamation
society. Us
in a fragmen
ed ironical
ted
ly, as by Be
ckett and
lbee, it
accentuates
the plight
of man trapp
ed in a wer
ld to which
hero-savior
th e
never cores
, and in whic
h an is co
nsequently
unwilling o
r unable to
achieve resp
onsible inv
society. In
olvement in
the hands o
f an auti-er
committed t
faith and e
o the Christ
thic, it su
ian
eeorts a dual
affirmation
in the avai
of his belie
lability of
f
divine inte
rvention on
man's behalf
and of man'
,
s responsib
ility to em
ulate the go
dhead as a
redemptive
agent in so
ciety. In
its positive
imagery, th
function as
e Harrowinc
of Hell this
expresses a
acainst, eed
reaction
an alternat
ive to, the
prevalent cu
liteeary cl
ltural and
e . stentiali
sm and self
-interest.
Since Sore
of the tern's
that recur
in the cha that follce
ters
can be vari
ously defin
ed, the foil
are offered
owine defin
:
itions9
.", -rchetvoe:

. . an i,-ag
e, a descrip
tive detail
pattern, or
, a plot
a character
type thet oc
c
urs freeeen
myth, relic
tly in lite
ion, or fol
rature,
klore and i
s, therefor
e, believed
profound em
to evoke
otions in th
e reader e
cause it aw
akens a pri
image in hi
mordial
s unconscio
us memory an
d thus call
but !,trong
s into play
illogical
responses
(P. 32).
traditicnal
or legendar
eoncernine
y story, us
ually
some superh
uman beine
or some all
eced perscn
or event,
- Unless et
hereise spe
Flint Thral
cified, def
l
initions ar
enlarged by and ;,ddison Hibbard,
e from 1.
A Handbook
C. Hugh Hol
to Literatur !illiem
man (New Yo
e. rev. and
rk: Odysse
y Press, 19
6b).

with or without a determinable basis of fact or
a natural
explanation, esp., a traditional or legendary story
that is
concernC with deities or demir,ods and the creat
ion of the world
10
ard its inhabitants':
"dramatic or narrative T-todirents of a
reople's

erception cf the deepest truths" (p. 299).
. . . an image which evokes an objective,

concrete reality and has that reality sugge
st another level of
meaning" (p. 478).
10
The Random House Dictionary of the English
Languae,
Jess Stein, gen. ed., unabridged ed. (iew York:
Random House,
1956).

CHAPTFR I
LUTICN OF A :1YTH
The Mediterranean world was a hotbed of literary activity
'.i- uring the early centuries of Christianity.

while caul and

other apostolic writers poured out a crofuse stream of lettcrs
for the instruction of the young churches, the four evangelists
were recording their versions of the life and words of Jesus
against a diminishinT oral tration. 4 the middle cf the
secon6 century some of their writincs were alreedy coming into
general use within the Christian community.
restricted in circulation.

Others were more

All -ould shortly te authenticated

by the young cftorcii.
Meanuhile, hand in hand with the rise of apostolic
literature, a luxuriant growth of non-canonical docur-ents was
springing up.

These writings were of three rain types:

gospels

apparently mined from the synoptics but presenting secondary
material inimical to Christian dooma; gospels in which narrative
was invented or distorted to support or refute gnostic doctrine;

,

and gospels representinc the desire of pious iraginations to
supplement reager scriptural accounts.1

1,
,ew Tcstarent r,nocrvpha, ed. by Edgar Pernecke. "ol. 1:
Gosoels and Related Yritincs,
by iihe1n chneerelcher, English
ii-ans. [by A. J. B. Higgins and others] ed. by R. McL. Yilson
(Lcndon: Lutterworth Press, 1963), pp. CO-84.

8
%Aggro,.
•

In this rank
grouth, the ap
ocryphal Gosp
el of NicodeF!
an enicma.
us is
Never was it
a part of th
e canon, yet
it influenced
the form in wh
ich the doct
rine of Christ
's descent en
earliest Chri
tered the
stian creeds
. It vas no
t part of that
non-canonical
nedy of
writings whic
h early chur
ches read in
and patristic
their services
fathers quot
ed with the
authority of 7c
but long afte
rieture,
r those pseu
do-gospels ha
d faded it co
spread across
ntinued to
the western
world. Depr
ecated as doc
lived on in
trine, it
art and lite
rature beyond
the confines
Ages.
of the Middle
The vast po
eularity of
the Gospel o
f Nicodemus ca
accounted for
n be
only on the
basis of an
ap
peal to an ar._
longing as ol
d as the world--ma
n's need for
a champion.
theory is su
pported by th
e wealth of my
thological e
surround the
l; =rts 1-hich
purportedly
Christian ta
le,2 makinrj i
vast body of
t part of that
literature ex
isting primar
ily in respcn
inarticulated
se to the
needs of the ?
race.
The earliest
extant manusc
ript of this
phenenally
productive do
cument can be
placed no ea
rlier than th
e fifth
2
The
following mo Motif Index of Folk Lite
ti
in the Harrow fs common to otherworld rature (op. cit.) lists th
e
journeys whic
1.11rld tree: ing of Hell: A310, Go
h are also 'p
'7.611, Hell,
d
o
f
licit
the world of
hell; A671.2
the dead;
.1. Serpents lower world of torment;
5
5
2,
:
world; 1754
, Saved soul in hell; E481.1, Land o E71.1, Doorkeeper of
s: E7E4.2.2
f dead in low
r_755.2, Souls
,
er
Descent to re in hell; E755.2.2, SoulSoul carried to heaven by
al
s
m of dead:
in chains in '
back person
.e11; 181,
from dead; F 781.1, journey to lard
Entrance to
c
1
4
R
,
ad to '5rin:
Wall ab
in otherwor other world guarded by out otherworld;
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thought of as ; 1776, Extraordinary g nsters; F162.3.1, Tree of
a
of the univer comprehensive: it is te. (This list should no life
t !:e
intended only
sal appeal
of the moti
as
7-.
n
in
di
ca
tion
f.)
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century, but William Henry Hul,le believes it must have originally
appeared half a century earlier, at the time of the composition
of the Acts of Pilate, which forms the first part of the GoApel.3
This pseudo-gospel was evidently devised as a counterblast to a
pagan Acta Pilata which attacked the character of Mary and the
4
divinity of Jesus.
Only in a second version, and as an apparent
afterthought, was another, much older, work injected to bolster
the case for Christ's divinity by providing witnesses to his
5
resurrection.
It was this second segment, Descensus Christi ad
Inferos, a second or third century composition, which gave the
Gosoel of Nicodemus its amazing longevity and appeal.
Tradition has attempted to surround the descensus, like
the Acta Pilate, with the aura of a defense of the faith, its
depiction of Christ's eeath and descent to the uec:erworll supposedly having been designed as refutation of the gnostic denial
of Christ's humanity.

Reputable scholars, however, deny the

validity of this theory of composition.6
The mere plausible explanation is that the account
attempted to satisfy an understandable curiosity about Christ's
3The
Middle Enolish Harrowing of Hell and Gospel of
Nicodemus, ed. by William Henry Hulme, Early English Text Society,
Extra Series (London: Kegan Paul, Trench, Trubner and Co., Limited,
1907), p. lxi. (Hereinafter referred to as Harrowing of Hell.)
4New

Testament 8pocrypha, pp. 444-45.

5Ibid., pp. 448-49.
ibid., n. 83. Cf. J. N. D. :elley in Early Christian
Creeds (London: Lonomans, 19E0), p. 3C2. Kelley discounts thi
theory on the nround that the descent does not appear as a major
argument in anti-gnostic debate literature which has been preserved.

11

whereabouts during the three
The biblical record was ,
,trany.

een

his death and resurrection.

• ent on the subject.

Christ's

post-resurrection state—ent to -- . ,t the tomb
, "Touch me not; for
I am not yet ascended to my fate-i.
'thn 20:17), indicated only
that Christ had not gone directl: t: 'eav
en following his death.
earlier cryptic prochecy that
:uld spend three days and
three nights in the depth of the s!
("atthew 12:40) was equally
inconclusive.
A

Primitive Christians had 7:ely departed
before the
meaning of the hidden days becare t - e
st.,:ject of vigorous debate
among patristic writers. Mentior
:hrist's descent is found in
the writings or such first and
ceetury theolocians as
Ignatius, Polycaro, Irenaeus, anc
lheir interest,
like that of the masses, appears
-.sve been tant,-,lized as r.uch
by the silence surrounding Chris: , :eath as
by the arbiguous
nature of the fed verses of
.hich seemed to bear- upon
the question. Even the selection :' :hese
proof texts required
considerable iragination.
The earliest interpretati:senct-7.ened was that scriptural

:11

simple assertion of Christ's deal.
..- .

ch the church fat'-!rrs
of the descent

as a

::ts 2:27 (itself a n.uotatien

from Psalm 16:10), "Thou wilt not - ss.e
ry soul in hell, neither
wilt thou suffer thine Eoly One t:
.torruction," ws interpreted to rean that Christ had
the place of the dr-ad,
as did all departed spirits. The -s
7- in Ephesiars t:R-10
7
Ke1ly

Earlv Christian C-ee:i. :. 379.

g

12

(quotinc Psalm 68:18) of Christ leading a host of captives on his
ascent was accepted as a symbolic statement that Christ had joined
ren in death and provided for their release.8
Two broad streams of interpretation, often intermingling,
later becar.e distinguishable. Cne concluded that Christ's activity
during the mysterious three days had been confined to preachino,
while the other assumed that he had performed a "triumphant act
of liberation on behalf of the spirits of the Old Testament
saints.9
The first of these views found support in Peter's
4:1

statement that Christ, after his death, had 'preacLee to the
spirits in prison' (I ':-'eter 3:12) and

also to ther that are

'dead" (I Peter 4:6).In the earliest interpretatiens the
preaching did not secure the release of everyone in Hades, but
only the patriarchs, saints, prophets, and elartyrs. This was
the view supported by Irenaeus, Tertullian, Hippolytus, and
Justin 'Iartvr)1
8t:il1ia:1 Barclay, The Apostles' Creed for Ever.:ran (7:ew
Harper & Row, Publishers, 1967), pp. 122-23.
9
Ke1ly, lan ky Christian Creeds, pp. 380-81.
10
Other texts frequently cited in reference to Christ's
descent are Romans 10:6-7, Philippians 2:9-11, Reveletion 5:13,
and John 5:25.
11
Barclay, The A.postles' Creed for Everyman, p. 128.
Barcly Ytntions in this connection that a proof text Quote
ix
tires by ..;'.!stin 'lartyr and Irenaeus in defense of their pos:tion,
"The Lord ':od rery4-!- eree his dead people of Israel, OJ) lay in
the graves, and he descended to preach to the. his r:in szlvation,"
has never been located in any known part of the Old TestaTent in
any languaGe or manuscript.
York:

13

Clement of

loxandria and his pupil Origen tried to
inject

a :ore catholic note into tlie r2:ositi
on of the doctrine. Their
interpretation—natural enough for men of
Greek heritage--was that
noble tut onenlightenc:
- pagans were also included in the redempti
ve
7ission of Christ.I2 Clements sermons
which visualized Christ's
activity in the framework of the nytholog
icd1 descent to the
underworld were d virtJal nresentation of
the Descensus ad Inferos
13
in outlinc torm.
Scriptural doc.Jr?rAation for this new strain
of
interpretation was even more iraoinative
than that which accompanied
previous views. Most of it was drawn fro—
the Old Testament and
was frequently presented out of context.
Atcordiv; to this
strain of execesis. 7" concept of God comi
nc as a conqueror to
the lower regions found support in Psalm
24 with its rousing
shout, "Lift up your heads, 0 ye s:ates. and
be ye li't up, ye
everlasting doors; and the in of glory shal
l come in."
Isaiah 45:2,3, "I will break in pieces the
gates of brass, and
cut in sunder the bars of iron," prophesi
ed the method of Christ's
entry to the underworld: and Isaiah 42:7
, the nature of his
redemptive activity:
To bring out the prisoners from the
prison,
and the that sit in dar;:ness out of the
prison house.
Isaiah 27:19
foretold the descent when it proclaimed
triumphantly, "Thy dead men
shall live, toether
ac t,ody shall they arise."
Aalph
Descendit ad Inferos: Med..:eval Views
on .hri
.
st's Descent into ;!ell and the Salvation
of the !ncient Just,"
journi,i of the History of Ideas, XVII
(April, 1W), 174, 173.
"Hulme, Parrowis of Pell, p.
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Plainly, then, the Gospel of Nicoderus was ‘, ,Ji1dinc.7 upon
a tradition of prior interest.
The Descensus Christi ad lnferos ournorted to be an account
given to !icode:lis by two dead saints who appeared in Jerusaler
followinc the resurrection, when, as "atthew 27:52,53 records,
"many bodies of the saints which slept arose, and came out of the
craves after his resurrection and went into the holy city, and
appeared unto many." In the Greek versicn which is the earliest
extant,14 the two brothers, sons of Simeon, write ir!entical
accounts of the events preceding their resurrection.
'ccording to their testimony, a lioht at midnight v'akes
the patriarchs, who recognize it as

harbinger of deliverance.

Abraham and Isaiah exult, repeatine prophecies about to be fulfilled, and ,:ohn the 2artist delivers an exhortation calling for
repentance.

At Adam's request, Seth tells of his mission to

Paradise for oil from the tree of mercy and of Christ's premis
e
to brit-4: it for [dam's anointing v!!-.en he COTrf?S to iades.

Mean-

while Satan beasts of havng instigated the crucifixion and is
remonstrated by Hades for his folly.

As a voice shouts, "Lift up

your gates, 0 rulers, and be lifted up, 0 everlastino doors, and
the Nng of glory shall come in," Hades and Satan tremble, the
saints mock, and David and Isaiah quote appropriate scriptures.
lien the voice acain sounds, the gates fall, the dead are unchai
ned,
and the

in

enters, illuminating the dark.

P,e orders !:atan bound

14,
,ew Testament 72perypha, p. 449. Hulre (orrowin2 of
rell,
pp. lxiii-lxivTagrees that the story was first writte
n in St-Eck
but says tne earliest Creek versions which surviv
e are later than
those in Latin and Copt4c.
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and handed over to Hades; then, turning, he lifts Ada
and salutes all the patriarchs. ”akin

by the hand

the .ion of the cross on

their foreheads, he leads then to Paradise where they are greeted
by

ichael the archangel, and
lb
thief.

Enoch. Elijah, and the penitent

The first Latin forr of the Descensus is materially the
same except that the eyewitnesses are oiven the names Thrinus and
Leucius, John the Baptist's inappropriate plea for re;:entance is
omitted, and the other speeches are greatly expanded.16
A second Latin recension differs from these mainly in
the order of events.

here the cry to open the gates comes first.

The dialogue between

Gt8fl and Hades precedes Seth's account.

Tsaian, John, David, and Jeremiah recall their prophecies of
deliverance, and the saints rejoice.
is nrevented by Hades.

Saton atterpts to flee but

A second cry cc7es, after which the

penitent thief enters with news of Christ's crucifixion.

As the

saints attempt to seize and rend Satan, the gates are shattered
and Christ enters.

e orders Satan to be chained, has his cross

set up in Hades as a symbol of victory, end leads the saints to
Paradise.17
This was the richly textured tale constructed rrcrn the
diaphanous fabric of several isolated verses of scripture.

The

15!'ew Testament Apccrvoha, pp. 470-76. Trans1at1onS are
based upon the standardtext by tenstantine Tischendcrf, Evanoolia
Anocrvoha, pp. 323-32.
16Ibid., DO. 476-78.
pp. 339-4i6.

Based upon Evancelia Prcervrh?,

/7Ibid.,
pp. 478-81.
pp. 417-43.

eased upon Evanoelia f000rvpha.
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extent to which it caught the public iragination is evident in the
suoerfluity of translations and recensions through which the Cosnel
of Nicodemus passed.

In addition to the Greek and Latin recensions

already noted, there were early versiors in Syriac. Coptic, and
Arrenian.

By the fifth century, theclogians and historians

appeared to have an intiriate knowledge of the work.

Rapidly the

story sped across the continent, leaving in its wake translations
in Spanish. French, German, Welsh, English, and Irish, Provencal,
Italian, and Slavic.18 The victorious Christ of the Harrowing of
Hell appeared in cathedral windows, mosaics, enamel work, frescoes
rd oils, on bronze doors, rarble colur.ns, and pulpit sup7lorts, Th
illuminated manuscripts and woodcuts.

• Al

Fy the tenth century the

motif had penetrated all Christian literature anri art.19
Clearly, the fantastic reception accorded the Descensus
1;ias out of all proportion to its negligible value as dogma; it
had at best a precarious foothold in Scripture and added nothing
of significance to the portrait of the historical Christ.

An

exnlanation of its mysterious attraction seers to reside in the
nature of myth itself, which C. S. Lewis describes as a kind of
"picture-aking" which draws

an into the "oreat, scvereign, un-

created, unconditioned Reality at the core of things" by expressing

4
18,
eer:evie':e Crotty, "The Exeter Harrta;ing of
A P.interpretation," Publications of the '.odern LanpJae Association,
LIV (June, 1939), 349; hulme, Harrowing of Hell, pp. lxiii-lxvii.
19
Hu1me, Parrowiro of Pell, pp. lxiv-lxv.
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the inexpressible--a truth greater than fact.20 The appeal of the
rarrowine of Nell. viewed in this lieht, was its ability to involve
man in the essential inclusiveness of Christ's victory over death
:ind hell.

.'ith such a champion, what need

an fear?

Their ace-

lona quest fcr an ideal defender was satisfied.
The cult of the ccnqueror to which the motif belongs has
zn ancient ancestry.

Perhaps the hero-shaped hlank began to form

in the very irstz:nt when the first sch of Adam burst squalling
into a world in which a cry was his only weapon against hunger
and discomfort.

Growing throuah years of adolescent striving and

self-doubt, Enlarging with manhood's frustration at the liritations
imposed by his humanity, it rez,ched its capacity for exransion
with ran's realization of iml-Tter.:

rore the fii,e1

Primitive man's response was an atter. 7t, thrcueh myth,
to manipulate the nEtere t;:at surrounded him, or, failin2 in
that, to discover a pattern of meaning in existence with which
:cu-H livo.21

The deities which his need created ere heroic

- rewho could do for him what he coJid not do for himself.
vs-

Joseph Campbell calls the quest of the hero the "monomyth" or common denominator of all myth, and from the varied
mythological ccnceptions of deity has assembled this compos
ite
picture of the hero's activity:

2n-Clyde

S. Kilby, The Christian ltrld of C. S. Lewis
'apids,
B. Eercrans Publishinc Company,
. :P. 60-83, 154-56.
21Charles Moorman, Prthurian Triptych: Mythic l:aterials
in :ra.- 7es Williams, C. S. Lewis, and T. S. Eliot (3erkeley:
n -f•ers'.ty of California Press, 19-65T, p. 11.

•

A hero ventures forth from the world of comron eay
into a rerjon of sw:ernatural wonder: fa bus forces
are there encountered and a decisive victr.ry is i,nn:
the hero comes back from this mysterious adventure
with the power to bestow boons on his fellov. man.22
Expanded, the moncmyth accommodates such familiar
archetypes of the questing hero as dragon slayer, unerworld
visitor, treasure giver, scapegoat, and dying god.23 '
i ll are
facets of the iNiee of Christ as victorious savior which is the
power and fascination of the Parrowing of Hell motif, and all

•

make their appearance with the earliest mythologies of antiquity.
Since a bountiful harvest was the most apparent need of
man in a primitive aoricultural society, the earliest represencations

!hr.!

of deity in the religions of the rear East was

s a natural force.

In Egypt, C-ere Ue sun was conceive-' to be the source r

lie,

the sun-god Re ruled the eF,.rtheon. :Is daily journey across the
sky, the people believed, trouoht the treasure of growth and
productivity to the land.

His disappearance into the otherworld

of darkness amounted to a sacrificial death, after which he slew
the dranon confinino him and rose triumphant each morning, again
bearing the gift of rejuvenating light.24
I
.t

22,
Qoseph Campbell, The Hero with a Thousand Faces, Eollingen
Series, XVII (New York: Pantheon Rooks, 19495, p. 30.
23Lord
Raglan, The Hero: A Study in Tradition, Myth,
and Drama (:;ew York: Vintage Books, 1956), pp. 174-75.
24Penry Frankfort and others, efore Philosonhv:
The Irtellectual Adventure of Ancient Man aaltirore: rerguin
Eopi,
.s, 1946), pp. 43-49; The Mytholou of All Paces, ed. ty
Louis Herbert :.7.ray, Vol. TM Egyptian, by
Max Muller;
Indo-Chinese, by Sir James George Scott (13 vols.; Boston,
Marshall Jones Company, 1918), pp. 25-78.

,44,
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In Eabylcnia the outstanding renresertaticn of the
rynic

hero was a vecetatien deity, Tamnuz.

rC -.0-

his release

the undereorld, effected by the coddess Ishtar's sub,
ission to
sixty plagees, shrivelled ve9etation became verdant and men and .
anials regained their procreative urge.25
The daily and seasonal cycles of nature reeresented in
the activity of these cods of Egypt and Babylonia respectively
had their analogues in all the major mytholocies of antiquity.26
nether the reicninc deity were considered as sun-god or vegetationsex-Life Force deity, the monomythic pattern was identical:
perilous quest, ee:vt,-.1re.

deed, and triumphant r turn.

The unknown author of the rescensus er-ployed this
mythological structure in patternir

his visealizetiee of Christ's

mission to hell after the underworld descent of the gods.
Syncretism is also evident in the atunCant sun-iragery which John
Spier describes as supportinc "the ace-old contest between lic,ht and
darkness, the triumph of the sun-cod over the demcns c' darkness."27
25Yehe2:ei aufrann, The P.elicion of Israel, trans. and
abridged by oshe Greenberg (Chicago: University of Chicago Press,
1960), p. 55; The Mytholooy of All Races, Vol. V: Seeitic, by
Stephen Herbert Langdon, pp. 326-35; ir James Frazer, The Golden
Bough: A Study in
and eligion, Part IV, Vol. :: Adonis,
Attis, Osiris (12 vols., 3d ed.; New York: 'alcrillan Company,
193A, pp. P-10.
"Frazer notes the similarity of vegetaticn rzths throusl.lout
the ancient MediteTranean world. The eyth of 7ereter and Perse:Aone
is essentially the same as the Syrian ene cf f,,ehrodite is-starte) and
edonis, the Phrycian one of Cybele and ,Ittis, and the 7,;.etig7n one of
7sis and Osiris (The Golder; 7.ouch, Part V, Vol. I: 7-Yrits
Corn and of the YfTã, •T). 35). -27,
eohn Spiers, Medieval English Poetry: The ‘,
:r.-Cheucerian
Tradition (London: Faber and Faber, fg52)7-p. 3E6. ;e1c-i-l—FI:IrArs

e

2f)

These analogies beco-e still more striking with the adders
consideration that what began in pagan mythology as celebration of
a natural force was probably "hut a step to ideas of immortality,
associated jth the recurrence alike of daen and spring."28
Illustrative of this is the manner in which the cult of the dead
Egyptian deity, Osiris, became assimilated into that of the sungod, Re, so that each journey of the sun also represented the
rebirth of the dead god and carried intimations of imTortality
for adherents of his cult.29 The concept of the treasure of the
quest hero as eternal life provided another point in which ancient
vthology foreshadowed the Narrowing of Pell.
A further facet of the heroic mission was developed when
1‘
Creek mythology admitted mortals to activity with toe oantheon.
The result wa's a spate of audF.cious heroes storming Clyrous to

1

bring down fire from the gods, plying fabulous seas in quest of
the Golden Fleece, or plunging into the underworld to learn its
secrets and challenge its power.30 The meaning of the hero's
cuest was thus expanded to include a search for the riddle
Dunbar suggests in Symbolism in Medieval Thought and its ConsuTmation in the Divine Comedy C:ew York: Pussell F, Russell, 17,
p. 180, "It is probable that the legend ever attached to sun
heroes is one of the original inspirations of the tale."
213Flanders, cp. cit., n. 106.

db
,

- Kaufmann, The '.elioion of Israel, p. 36.
30
Thomas Bulfinch. Rulfinch's Itothologv: The :;:e of
Fable, The Aoe of Chivalry. Leoends cf Charle-aone LeToTe-rn IThrarY.-171nTL op. 2-6-,--1-1-4.-'21r- ProrifFees +„!oi'ieS
the sacrificial benefactor, Jason the half-piratical treasure
bringer, and Aeneas the dedicated leader.
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of existence, whilE

E

cealth of fresh symbolistic raterial became

associated with the descent there.
These newer ryths centralized the threat of death and
punishment, for example, in der-onic ficures, monsters of darkness
like Theseus' Minotaur, Eriareus' the hydras, ad chimeras, or
the three-headed dog, Cerherus, who stood between Aeneas and the
entrance to the underworld.31 The Harrowing of Hell reflects
this mythological conception in its personification of death
as the devouring rades, while Satan, the monster of chaos, is
invested with ravening qualities more bestial than his purely
biblical counterPart.
The planting of Christ's cross in hell is another element
o

the motif which may have been foreshadowed in r-:thology.

The

act has much in common .;ith Aeneas' planting cf the golden bough
on the treshold of Proserpina's palace.

The bough, which Maud

Ecdkin considers syrbolic of te power of renewal in vegetatiln
and other forms of life, thus functic..-s. like the cross, as an
appropriate image for the transition from death to life.

when

carried by the nenitent thief, the cross becores an emblem of
divine favor, insuring access through the regions of darkness to
the realm of li;ht--another sicnification of te.. oiden bot.ch.32
Even Christ's act of lifting Pdam fron hell ray be
considered an echo of rTt'ology.

Constance T. crith notes the

cerrespondence between a r3yzantine icon depicting Christ holdin
g
31591finch's tly,tholocv, D. 212.
22;archetypa1
Patternc in Poeta, "p. 120-35.
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in one hand
the triumpha
nt cross whil
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her drawing Ad
up from hell,
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porary repres
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ules holding
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th the other.33
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fiure of mythic conqueror achieved its supreme develooment.

Tf

Christ were indeed a god risen from the dead, this v'as the hero
and this the event for which the hero mold seemed to have been
created.
The mighty hero of the Descensus proved sinpilarly
attractive to Graeco-Roman cultures still attuned to mythology.
A similar factor was responsible for the pooularity of the motif
among heirs to the Christian tradition.

This was the attraction

of a victorious nessiah image.
In the process of rejecting the myths of paganism,
Judaism had adopted a complicated myth of its own:

the myth

of a coine :essiah who would actually step into history.
The myth w7s innovatory in being the oroehecy of a
heroic champion who was still to come.35 pagans looked for
ne advent of no such marvelous advocate.

Ther metLologies

viewed the significant acts of the gods as already having taken
place in the time of beginnings.

Cyclical rituals recalled

these events and insured repetition of the values which they
.44
•Al

brought to the tribe or nation,36 but no new gods and no new
redemptive acts were anticipated.
The lessiah, as at first conceived, was to be a
representative and instrument of Yahweh who would reign in the
35• ,eMessiah, Jewish, The Interrreter'S
L. uennl,
•
rtary of the Bible, ed. ty Ceorce
PuttriCT—Te
nbineaoli—TT-ess, 19E2), III, 2Rl.
?
;eglan, The Hero, pp. 127-26; Eliade, The 5acrcd and
the Profane, ep. 109-11; Frankfort, 2efore Philosophy, p. 35.
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time of salvation ushered in by Yahweh himself.

Eecause the

indwelling spirit of Yahweh was to be a permanent force in his
character, the Messiah would judge his people fairly, obtaining
justice for the poor and humble, and destroying the codless.37
In late Judaism, with the fading of Israel's hope of
victory over the harassing world powers which surrounded her, the
prophesied role of the Messiah assured a more militant quality.
Other seerinely contradictory exeectations sprang up.

The

Messiah was to live a hidden and despised existence before being
recognized; he was to suffer; he was to die.38 The picture was
a confusing one.
With the coming of jesus of

azareth, the messianic

!roehecies were re-evaluated. The backward view was highly
reeelatory.

-„o. it was believed that the Prophecies might

be applied to the Messiah in his godly aspect, in his human
manifestation, or in his future return.
The Messiah, in his warlike rationalization, bore
numerous similarities to the nods and heroes of mythology.

In

his other projected manifestations there were -arked divergences
from the mythological hero pattern.

With Christianity's equation

of the Messiah as Son of God, startling implications were raised.
The Messiah was now seen to share the transcendence cf the Ectrew
god, whose attributes surpassed those of the pagan hero-gods in
„

tLse important v!ays:
1
,
-/The Interpreter's Dictionary of the ?Able, III, 362.
38
Ibid., III, 364.

144
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Pagan deities, as personifications of natural forces,
were subject to and limited by a realm of prior being from which
39
they were derived.

ahweh was not in nature but its creator,

hence unlimid in power.

The Messiah controlled the elements

because he had created them.
Pagan sun and vegetation deities were conceived of as
undergoing recurrent death and rebirth to insure man's physical
40
life through the processes of nature.

The possibility of

eternal life existed in paganism only as vague adumbrations.
With the death and resurrection of the Messiah, an event
accomplished once and only once, the hope of eternal life for
his followers became a pl
Pagan deities were not only subject to sin but powerless
41
to deal with it in man.

The Messiah km; man's nature and

provided a cure for his sin.

Yahweh was an ethical god; the

Messiah was concerned with righteousness rather than domination.
Absolute power over death, absolute pardon frcili sin:
these i,:cre tt,c, unique qualities with which the Judeo-Thristian
tradition invested the hero ideal.

Merging in the Christ of

the Harrowing with qualities of the mythological hero, they
insured for the motif a popular acceptance throughout the
diterranean world.
39Kaufmann, The Religion of Israel, pp. 21-23.
40
Frazer, The Golden Eh, Part V, I, 35.
41 The Babylonian god Marduk confesses, "I knew not how
this man has sinned, or how he can be healed." Kaufmann, The
Religion of Israel, p. 38.

Syncretism of this tyre 'as not an unmixed blessing, however,
for while it resulted in a wider acceptance of Christianity, it
tended to dilute the singular message and appeal of the faith
by obscuring the personality and teaching of Jesus./12 It 'as
this failure in the descent narrative to which the church fathers
took exception.
Humility, compassion, righteousness, and love were the
unique attributes of Christ.

His submission to crucifixion

had tested their validity as governinc principles of life, and
•41

the resurrection had vindicated their effectiveness.

It was a

radically nee and revolutionary concept, ehich the mythologically
ecnditioned mind tempered with the older pattern of ph:esical

Defection at this point from the letter of the scriptures
Tv be explained in part by the curious understatement surrounding
the resurrection.

Unlike the painfully public spectacle of the

crucifixicn, Christ's resurrection was an unwitnessed trium2h, an
event of private joy followed by hushed meetings in urper rooms
and secret satherings by the lake.

A champion of the faith

night understandably wish to correct the imbalance. ("an has
always demanded power in his gods, Lord Raglan observes, "and
it is this power, and nothing else, that leads to his worship. u)43
The account of Christ's resurrection, accordinely, was su:-J.21eented
by a vivid harrowing scene, and the ie..age of the sacrificial
a2_
rrnderick S. Artz, The 'lind of the 1-iddle Ages:
1500 (New Yerk: Alfred A. Kn.Cpf:19.q-3)T p.62.
- the Hero
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Christ of the gospels was merged with that of the arche
typal
conqueror.
Viewed in this light, the Christ of the Harrowing of Pell
right be thought of as little Lore than a paganized pejor
ation of
the perfect hero of Christianity.

This was the essential orthodox

position of the church during the patristic period,44 respo
nsible
alike for the failure of the Gospel of

icoderus to be recognized

in the apocryphal canon and for the late entry of
the doctrine
into the creeds of the church.45
But this is surely not the final word, for the phenomenal
acceptance of a there can scarcely be accounted for on
the basis
of dereliction from truth.

The secret, as already hinted, lay in

its faithfulness to a truth greeter than history,
its atility to
provoke contemplation which could not he crystallizeC
. eithin a
creed.

People anesthetized by farilierity with the 'ialical

narrative itself warmed unexpectedly to its ressage when
offered
in another guise.46
44Cerent and
Orien are significant exceptions. As exponents
of Creek theught, they were tolerant of syncretism
and favored the
concept of universal salvation implied by the l'esce
nsus. See Barclays
The Pnostles' Creed for Everyman, pp. 120-29.
45The
descent first appeared in the Fourth Symbol of Sirmium
in 369 A.D. and was inserted in the Apostles' Creed
in 570.
influence of Nicodemi_ is, nevertheless, evident in the wordi The
ne of the
doctrine in its"—ear-liest creedal appearance. Chris
t had "die;i, and
descended to the underworld, and regulated things
there, ¶reom the
catekeeper of hell saw end shuddered.
e(elly, Earl nristian
Creeds, pp. 2E8-69.) Later creeds modified the statF
eent -to an:Toxirafe- its present form. See also Barclay, The
Ipesttes' C;eed for
Everer- n n 120
46
C. S. Lewis :i,akes this point in answer to a reader
puzzled by his erotion at the death of a Christ-fiuro
in Lrmis'
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The value of the narrowing of Hell, thus, was not in the
fact which it stated but the vision which it or nod.

Despite

official denigration of the theme as minimal in doctrinal value,
the rasses responded to it eagerly.

Conditioned alike ty ragan

and Jewish myth, they found its dramatic visualization of
redemption and its intimation of universal salvation profoundly
satisfying: and so the thee leaped across the continent and
entered En2land.
fiction. Lewis writes, "The reason why the Passion of Asian soretimes moves people more than the real story in the Gosbels is, I
think, that it takes them off their guard. In reading the real
;,
..cry the -`atal knowledce that one ought to feel in a certain way
often inhibits the feeling.' (Kilby, The (:hril.tian crid of
C. S. Lewis, p. 136, quoting frol Lewis' letter to Thomas Howard.)
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CHAPTER II
FPOM DOGMA TO SYMBOL
Since early patristic writers had apparently attached little
theological sigrificance to the doctnne of Cnrist's descent into
hell, it is perhaps ironical that ecclesiastics were responsible
for introducing the Harrowing of Pell ,7otif into England.

It

came in 597, or soon thereafter, with Augustine and his band of
missionaries who arrived in rent with the blessings of Pope Gregory
the Great.

Gregory was a fancier of the descent the

himself written

and had

homily upon the subject and discussed the doctrine

in a widely circulated letter addressed to two officers of the
church at Constantinople.1 Gregory is the key alike to the
changing theological climate in which the motif could flourish
and to the nediE,val

ir4d in which it would find enthusiastic

response.
The Patristic Age in the rest had co-e to a close with
the death of Augustine in 430 A.D.
the Vandals.

the siege of Hippo by

Christian learning and :oman might had collapsed

together under the impact of the barbarian invasion.

Greek died

cot, Latin underwent barbarization, and know7edge became a matter
" 1
Turner, "Descendit ad In'eros.," 177-73, citing Jacques
Paul -igne, Patriologia Latina, 7C,
..
col. 9P56-986A, and 77, Epistola XV, .7_ Geor-l'um Prestvterum,
col. 8698-870C.
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transmission rather than discovcry.

Men 'Tregory succeeded to

the papacy, Rome had become a "vast and picturesque wilderness"
in a sea of backwardness and confusion.

To offset this. Gregory

undertook a second Christianization of the Pest--of which Augustine's
mission to England was a part--and a program of writino on matter
s
of church government and Christian faith which indicate the depths
to which learning had sunk.
Gregory was a man of deep piety but also of immense
superstition and credulity, as indicated by his belief that he
had prayed the Emperor Trajan out of hell.

His faith was m:stical;

his fear of hell profound; his use of allegory far-fetched; and
his belief in demons, miracles, and relics typical of the times.2
'as a mind that not only revelled in ne doctrine of the
Harrowing of Hell but actively propagated it.

This he did in

a colorful commentary on Ezekiel which digressed into an
exposition of Christ's triumphal entry into Jerusalem as recorded
by Mark. The pilgrims "who went before" shouting hosannas
symbolized for ..3reeory the dead patri6rchs whom Christ later
rescued fror hell, while "those who followed" were Christians.
3oth groups vere saved by faith in Christ's passion and, Gregory
adds, "in good works.'3
a writer whose works were widely disseminated and
respected, T:regory exerted a perful influence upon

21,rtz, The Mind of the !Yiddle Pees, p. lC4.
3—
lurner, "Descendit ad Inferos," citing rligne,

Is•-•

••',

fl

OD. Cit.

thought.

One can only iragine the weight which his nare lent

to the descent motif.
Gregory's policy of evangelization was also sipnificant
for the prorulgation of the doctrine.
Gregory urged the taking over of the acan holy places
and dedicating them to the Christian usages so as to
gather to the church the reverence attached to the old
pagan shrines. In the whole process it reant that the
church also took over legends end superstitions and
ways of feeling and thinking to create a new religious
syncretism often removed from the spirit of the
Gospel, a type of Christianity removed also from he
syncretism of the first four Christian centuries.'4
The effect which the policy had upon the Harrowing of Hell
is
evident both in the speed with which the motif was assimilated
into Old English literature .r.d in the cultural accretions
which it attraoted.
The doctrine of Christ's Parrowina of Fell probatly entered
England in a Latin recension of the Gospel of Nicoderus, presen
ted
as dogma of the church, concurrently with Gregory's homily.

But

Latin was still an almost exclusive property of the clergy, so
it
is likely that the theme depended for its propagation largely
upon
thc oral tradition of the mon'-.s.

This is indicated by the fact

that its earliest elaboration in Old English was not as a prose
•,'

translation of the Latin ., --odel--this came late in the

ld Enlish

period5--but as an oriainal poetic work, the Exeter Rook "Harro
wing
of Hell."
'40- •

4
r",rtz, The :lind of the !'iddle 1,0es, p. 191.
5
Hulre, Harrowino of Hell, p. lxviii.

The unknown poet illustrates the extent to which the motif
has already been adapted to Enolish thouont by exchanging John the
Baptist's ca:oel's hair raiment and leather girdle for the 'sweord
ond byran, helm ond heorosceorp" of the Anglo-Saxon oarrior.

Christ

too assures a martial pose in lines which extol the chieftain ideal:
fysde hinep to fore
frea moncynnes
oolde heofona helm
helle weallas
forbrecan ond forbyoan
aere buroe pryr
onoinnan reafian
rerlust ealra oyninga
ne rchte he to paore hilde
helmberendra
ne he byrnwicend
to
burogeatum
laeean ne wolde
ac,f)a locu feollan
clustor of :k'.; ceastrum
cyning in qrad6
rn his war-path hastened
then the Prince of men,
Then the Helm of Heaven
willed the walls of Hell
To break down and bow to ruin,
and the pure, unclothe
3f Pts sturdy starkness;
he, the strongest of all kings!
o hel:o-bearino heroes
would he have for battle then;
one of warriors wearino byonios
did he wish to lo:d
7D the doors of Pell!
Down before him fell -Coe bars,
Down the hinges es)ed,
inwards drove the King his ,
fayli7
Another who presents his material in the cp i- c tradition is
::•

Cynewulf,8 author of a Parrowing of Pell segment in the Ascension.
Here too Christ rppears as a warrior-chief, single-handedly
wielding his weaocn in battle-play against ti:E fiend's aarriors.
6
The Exeter Book: Part II, Poems IX-XYXII, ed. by P. S.
Mackie, Early English Text Society (London: Humphrey 'ilford,
Oxford University Press, 1934), p. 174.
7
Translation from Stopford A. i:roo:ee, The History of Early
English Literature (New York: ':Ic•oillan Coroany. 1914), p. 427.
8
Kulre (Farrowino of Veil, p. lxvii) also attributcs to
Cynewulf the following works which contain descent sequences:
Christ and Satan, 11. 3E6-664. Nene, 11. 179-82; 293-97; ';5-13;
rEenTxT-11. 417-23: Guthlac. 11. 1n74-77; Panther, 11. 55-64;
fi-cc:O, 11. 25-32. !'ore recent scholarsh.4 confirms only Elene as
a verifiahle Cynewulf vork. (fEe Charles J. Kennedy, An Tiabc1o0y
of Cid English Poetr- [New York: Oxford University Press, 1960„
D. XiV.T
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Taking as spoil the people Satan has seized for tribute, he leads
then to his city. The distirctive feature of this poem is Cynewulf's
vision of Christ's rea!( -ptive acts as "leaps," an idea patterned
upon another homily by Gregory.
In the Harrowing of Hell segment of Christ and Satan in
the Janius ranuscript are the familiar Anglo-Saxon teueaes of
physical terror--the saints imprisoned in a "windy dwellinp," the
tortures of the !iot pit and dreadful flames.

Again the fiend is

vanquished by Christ in single combat.
At about the same time, the epic Becoulf incorecrates te
.actif in the scene depicting the hero's battle in Grendel's mere,
and the Venerable Bede shows faa.iliarity with the FarrcNing of
hell in his comentary on I

eter 3:1? in the Ecclesiastical

Fistory cf the English People (V, 12).
In additicn te t!'-.e archetypal appeal of the motif,
factors implicit in the times governed the vast popularity of
tae there. johar Huizinga 1;:rites of the

iddle Ages:

Calaaities and indigence were more afflicting than at
present; it was more difficult to eaard against thea",
and to find solace. Illness and health presented a
more striking contrast; the cold and darkness of winter
were rore real evils. Honours and riches were relished
'aith greater avidity and contrasted more vividly with
surrounding riseny.9
only a militalt savior was adequate for an age of such violence
and uncertainty.

Medieval men. in England as elsewhere in EL.rope,

looed to his chieftain for rliysical protection from tPe r-ara,ading

Ee.ard

9J[ohan] Fiuzinca, The caning of the Middle- 1-2,_-s (London:
Arnold, Ltd., 1924),j. 1.

,--131,10190,41,`

beasts v:hich Satan symbolized; he could now expect from Christ
deliverance from the nameless terrors of the dark.
The militant rationalization of Christ may have a further
explanation in the limited Anglo-Saxon vocabulary.

Fore-Lon terms

and concepts perhaps adopted homely aspects of sheer necessity.
The inadequacy of Old English to convey theological nuances was
:77Y

involved, it is c2rtain, in a seccrd consolation which the
•TN;
;

descent doctrine offered the redieval Englishman--respite fron
his inordinate fear of hell.
The Anglo-Saxon based his concept of hell upon a
persistent belief in the Scandinavian realm of the dee< deathgoddess Hel to which all men went.

Christianity was responsible

for convertinc the picture into or- of

r-ifinitE horror. !Itchell

Kemble explains the process ht' -hich this occurred.
For the perjurer and secret murderer Nastrond existed,
a place of torment and punishment—the strand of the
dead--filled with foulness, peopled with poisonout
serpents, dark, cold and gloomy. The kingdom of Hel
was Hades, the invisible, the world of shadows;
astrond was what we call Hell. Christianity, however, admitted no goddess of death, and when it was
thought necessary to express the idea of a place of
punishment after death, the Anglo-Saxon united the
realm of Hel with Nastund to complete a hideous
prison for the guilty."
A•••.;

Envisioning a hell so reprehensible, it is little wonder
that Anglo-Saxon man should seize upon the doctrine of Christ's
redemptive mission to the righteous dead imprisoned there. ;Mile
de-w_ttating the boundless power and mercy of Clod on oehaif of
10—
. Itchell Kenble, The Saxons in Enoland (London, 1876),
p. 393, cited by Brinley Rhys, The AnoLo-Saxon ronce t of Fell
(unpublished thesis, Vanderbilt University, 1954), p. 15.

3.
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the patriarchs, the motif provided a similar assurance of contemporary
deliverance.

The inclusion of Eve arong the imprisoned saints in

Christ and Satan was a powerful reinforcement of this thesis.
Eve's appearance in Christ and Satan--a marked departure
from the erly Latin oodels of the Gcsoel of ::icoderus--eoressed
If she who bore the prime

the illimitable reaches of God's oercy.

responsibility for rankind's fall were grented amnesty, there rust
11
now be pardon for all.
ace in which trarsgressors looked for
no lenient penalties, but orly the extremes of mercy or cruel
12
punishTent, found the implication hearteninq.
2y presentine the Yarrong of 1-'11 in contemoorary terrs,
Old English v.riters save tc

t a unique aura of relevance. Those

who listened to a recital of the wT)r'es in banovet hall or monastery
.rust hae:e sensed Athout the necessity of pointed apliction tat
Christ's oastery of life's deepest oysteries extended even to their
urcortain world.

"othing could noy be thought of as outside the

care of the Deity--not mortality, nor sin, nor weakness, nor even
13
the dreaded ghost world beyond ceat.'
The works cited are only a few of Ten' appearing in Old
English literature.

The subject was celetrated in riddle and

homily, prose and poetic redactien

r

r2r-

:el of !icodemus,

treed as an expression of
Eve's role should not be
the elevation of womanhood at this eary ate, although her apoeal
to nary suggests the rising cult cf
7irgin.
12
iole .es, p. 16.
Fyizinga, The 'Anine of
1. .
-.erchltald
Hunter ir Te, :teeoreters rile, ed. V
George
.:r:don Press, 1951-57),
Guttrick (12 vols.; e.,
XII, 132-33.

t
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and advent lyric. ;.nd so, full-blown. it 7Adht have continued had
not the Norman Concuest brought Old English literary production to
a virtual halt.

The notif survived, of course, in scattered Old

English manuscricts and in the oral tradition: Put when, rouchly
tt:o centuries later, English suT,.planted French as a literary
medium, it was a language creatly enriched and modified, and cne
which loo!
,
.ed to forei'n literature for its models.
Again in riddle English times, as in its Old Enolish
phase, it

through a Latin recension of the Gospel of Nicodemus

that the doctrine of Christ's descent re-entered literature.

Again

also, the earliest elaLoration was not a prose translation but a
?oetic adaptation—tie dramatic Harrowino of Hell.

Its rorm is

a series of speeches, a fact contributine to the belief that it
may have been intended as a play or deat.14
Innumerable poems re7Toducee episodes from Picodemus,
the most famous being the Cursor Mundi, an almost interminable
recital of r',.an's history from creation through the last judgment,
heavily overlaid Ath legendary material.15 Others included the
orthern r-assion, the Southern Passion, and the Stanzaic Life of
Christ, followed by verse translations of the Gospel of Nicoderus.
'rose transiaticna were the last of all to appear.

The poetic

L.

14
E. .
Clarendon Press,

The :.*edieval Stape (2 vols.; Oxford:
!i,7&

15The
7c:- e.-s to 29,548 lines in the Cottwi MS
Vespsian A iii, :c-1-:tered the most corolete text. tines
177U1-75
to t.).e Harrowing of Hell, a metrical
recension of
loste: c' :.iccdemus (axscr -undi, E.!.
by
Pichard !'orris, Ear
inclish It Society [3 vols.; London:
Kegan Paul, Trenc-,
.
abner & Co., 1893-95], 1, xxi).

redacticns Yere the most influential of the !1i6dle English texts,
furnishing stanzaic models ani -aterials for te? dramatic
renitions which would carry the motif to its peak.
The :Iddle English elaborations of the Farrowing of Hell
vere largely lackin,) in contemporary markings such as t- ose which
had distinguished the Nd English adaptations --a natural result
of following the written Latin models rather than an oral
tradition--but they were remarkably sensitive to the theological
and social tenor of the times.

In England and across the channel,

theologians continued to debate the implications of Christ's
descent, and literature faithfully reflected their delibpo- ations.
A theological vies of great significance for the descent
rotif as the twelfth-center' proposal of

upert of Deutz tat

the Eucharist was as essental to salvation as baptism.
descent, therefore,

Christ's

undertaken so that the departed s7.-ints
16
might partake of his body.
Rupert's belief was indicative of a
Was

rising tide of reverence for the Sacrament of
would in time be responsible for the appearance

oly Communion which
C

8

vehicle that

vould greatly extend the range of the Farroirg of Hell as a
literary theme,
The Eucharistic surge crested in. 1311 with Clement V's
proclar.ation of Corpus Christi Day, fcllowing an earlier proposal
by Urban IV. The purpose cf the feast day was to remember with
icy •J`)-.e meaning of the Eucharist. To demonstrate the reecmotive
i;-:lications of Christ's Passion, the ceiebratiri began to include
1
6Snith, "Descerdit ad Inferos-4cain," 87-88.

at an. early date the dramatization of biblical episodes from man's
fall to his possible salvation at the Last Judgment.

Building perhaps

upon the existing episodes of the liturgical dramas, the series
soon emcompassed an entire cycle of plays which roved on pageant
wagons from station to station through the town.17
The Corpus Christi drama instantly caught the imagination
of the pLblic.

Three complete cycles are preserved, while individual

manuscripts and town records attest the existence of additional
cycles, complete or partial.

The Harrowing of Hell was a standard

episode of each of the major cycles.
The segment owed its inclusion to its ability to portray
graphically the culmination of the redemptive process.

Christ's

victory over death cOuld be shown by staging the burial and
resurrection, but to have hie: lead Adam safely out of hell was
to demonstrate the efficacy of salvation to touch the very root
of man's fallen nature.

18
This was the ultimate triumph.

The years during which the mystery cycles flourished were
the high-water mark of the Harrowing of Hell motif in English
literature.
decline.

Already, howe,ier, there were signs of its eventual

The motif had come to prominence within a culture adept

at symbolic expression.

Within bounds, the symbolistic impulse

was capable of expressing the inapprehensible; uncontrolled, it
1 7Arnold Williams,
The Drama of Medieval Enfiland
(rjast Lansing, Mich.): Michigan State University Press,
1961), pp. 96-99.
12
This interpretation is given by A. A. Kolve in The Play
Called Corpus Christi (Stanford: Stanford University Press,
-1-9-66-0-,
- pp. 59-60.

_
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led to flagrant fantasy.

The church had frequently warned against

the danger of insight symbolism degenerating
into ,ere comparison
or meaningless form, but its own practice in exag
gerated exempla
and riotcusly imaginative sereons was none too soun
d.

Its lees,

accordingly, "could never quite regulate the luxu
riant complexity
of the symbolisms of the people."19 Syrbolism
ran rampant, and the
symbol, gaining dominance, obscured the revelati
on of truth fcr
which it had been created.
The trend was evident within the Corpus Christi
cycles.
The theological justification for the incl
usion of the Harrowing
of Hell episode ,
:as that it satisfied the redieval de—and for
cu,pleteness with vi,e.al proof of the vindicat
ion of Christianity.
The unconscious rinistration of the episode
ees also profeund;
the conquering Christ ,.as a figure of reas
surance in a world of
sercessive evils, where "bad government,
eaction, the cupidity
and violence of the great, wars end brig
andage, scarcity, misery
ard restilence" were compounded with the
fear cf hell and death.20
tl'ut the cycles had not Leen long in prog
ress e'en cries of
protEst began to arise from the clergy.
Far from prceeting piety,
they charged, the plays had become a dese
cration. The Harrowing
of Hell segment, introduced in all sincerit
y of purpose, was now
a comic routine. As the cycles develope
d, the demons eeno given
nares and developed distinctive personal
ities. Fell's ecuth, an
open whale's jae or similar contrivance,
spewed out its myriad
19Duntar, ceebolism in redieval Thought,
p. L19.
20Huizinca, The

anine of the :1,iddle Aces, P. 21.
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imps to jab vindictively at the saints
or to prance among the
delighted crowd, while Satan, grotesquely
garbed, alternately
leered and cringed.21

I:

t

The trend toward frivolity could be part
ially explained as
the playwright's understandable desire
to build dramatic interest
through buffoonery and racy humor. The
technique produced good
theater but didactic disaster. Illen
the devil became a subject
for farce, a recognition of the seri
ousness of hell and redemption
had already receded in the popular
mind.
The bankruptcy of an imaqinative faculty,
which the
degeneration of the mystery play signalle
d, was syrlptor'atic of a
changing intellectual climate which was
gradually undermining the
effectiver,
2ss of the FarrowirK. c)f Hell as a doctrina
l force. Already
the ascendency of religious writing had
been threatened by the grc th
of secular literature which accompanied
the rise of nationalism and
the middle class.22 Increasina lite
racy brought greater demands for
Es.cular subjects, and there were secular
writers willing to oblige.
The heavy saturation of theologicall
y-tinged subjects endemic to a
literature dor- inated by ecclesiastic
ism was at an end.
21

t.i

Anne Malcolmson, Miracle Plays (Dos
ton: Foughton Mifflin
Company, 1959), pp. vi -vii.
22
The Cursor Mundi poet gives his reas
on for writing in Fr2lish
for unlearned Englishmen as a desire
to counteract vulgar writingS
and romances by teaching idle triflers
to amend their ways Rnd find
salvation (Cursor mdi, I, 22). The
writer of the Northern "assioft
(ed. by Frances.rFiIer, Early English
Text SocietTr2 voIs.;
London: Kegan Paul, Trench, Trubncr
& Company, Ltd., and 1:irrhrey
!Tlford, (,xford University Press, 1913
-16], ::, 1)- similerly gives a
desire to counteract secular romances
as the reason for Is
composition.

044541i.443,0,'

Anoter oblique blew to the ;arrowing of Pell
t-

by the church itself.

as struck

In 1517 :lartin Luther nailed his ninety-five

theses to the cathedral door at Wittenberg, and the rucbli
nTi unrest
which had been churninc within the Catholic Church for
centuries
erupted openly.

Hhen it subsided, the autonomy of the Church of

7).ome had been broken forever, and with it the promi
nence of
iconography and non-canonical writings.
The Reformation's insistence on the Bible as sole arbit
er
of God's will placed the burden of nroof upon the tradition
of the
fathers which had attached itself to Romanis.

Vhile certain

apocryphal !-e.ospels were retained in the reformed canon
, all were
subjected to intense scrutiny.

In an answering Counter Reformation

Catholicis. the Council of Trent not only established -I's
cancn of scriTure but 7ub1ished in 1559 the first oa7:a1
IC-ex of
Forbidden rooks.23 For t±..e Gospel of !'icode7us, which
had never
enjoyed canonical status, the action represented a drast
ic decimation
of its value as dogma.
The critical spirit was fatal alike to fantastic liter
ary
comrositions and to the disputation on esoteric subje
cts with
which ivory-towered theolocians had occupied their
days.

Classical

Ilrotcstantism now internrete6 the descensus mystically
. Luther's
1.

exposition treated Christ's descent as the syntol of
a 'triumphant

"Edward :aslin Fulme, The Pern- issance, the 7Totesi.
..arit
'evolution and the Catholic '7ThforFation in Continental
rurf...(rev.
ed.; -(1-:/ York: D. Aeleton-tentury Co-,eany, 19151, bp.
158-61, LL2-43.
(Hereinafter referred to as Renaissance and Refor
rration.)
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progress against the devil."24

longer a prominent element in the

composite view of the Atonement, the Varrowin
n of roll continued its
decline from doe:7a to an exclusive lite
rary tradition.25
The form which the narrowing of Pell assu
med in its next
nl,ase had already been indicated
as early as the mid-fourteenth
century ith the appearance of 1;ill
iam Langland's Piers Plowman.
The vehicle was an allegorical poem
1!!ritten in old-style
alliterative verse, but in soci31 insi
ght and advanced use of
imagery it was almost anachronistic--a
fact which roes far to
explain why its ciYculation was conf
ined chiefly to a s-all but
literate audience.
Erevicus appearances of t,(T

rrowing of Fell rotif had

constituted more or less sirpie reca
stinos o-f- the material Kith
variatics in content or literary
genre. Cosite a rich underlay
of sr-bol 4 c im!elicatien, the overt
purpose in each case was the
propagation of dog-,a. ::ow for the
first tire the motif was given
an essentially literary function
as allegory.26 Its redemptive
signification was i7portant prirarily as
it advanced the Piers
rlowran thesis that in the midst of incredible evil
the righteous
24escar Cullran, The Earliest Christian Confessions,
trans.
Iv J. K. S. Pseid (London: Lutterworth Pres
s, 19497,---p. 69.
25The motif did not die cut '77e
diately, however, even
%th the eclipse of the mystery plays, fol
lce the rise of
Protestantism in England. A number of sixteent
h century Elack
Letter editions of the :ospeT of !!icode-,u
s have been 7- reserved,
and a reprinting was issued as late as 1775
H. Hul-e,
Harrowin: of_ Hell .. p. lvii).
Century

?6:.'orton
7iers -lowman as a Fourteenthecalypse (new E:runswick,
Ruteers University Press,
124.

1-1,611), ,.
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could build a better society.

In a work deeicated to the quest for

personal and social perfection, the Harrowing of Hell segment
proved marvelously effective.
The work opens with 1-„!-,

poet's vision of a field of folk

before a castle and a dungeon, suggesting the familiar three-level
cosmology of medieval thought:
heaven and hell.
but

men on earth fluctuating between

Most men are merely concerned with the field,

the narrator, inquires into his proper end.
In a vision he sees Christ, seated upon an ass, coving

to joust with Satan.

Abruptly the setting of knightly conflict

is transforred into a trial scene.

Aile Pilate vacillates, a

bawdy crowd harasses Christ, nails hir to a cross, and puts a
death-drink to his lips.

fq this, a violent tempest arises and

dead ren e7.erge from their graves to report the fierce battle
between Life and Death which is raging helow.
Now

ercy, Truth, Peace, and Righteousness, the Four

Cauchters of Cod, reet to discuss the din and darkness and to
debate the possibility of reconciling love and charity with justice
and reason.

Through their eyes, and partially by their reports,

the outcome of the Harrowing of Hell is revealed--which also
rrovides the resolution of their personal conflict.
The action is chiefly characterized by its extraordinary
stress

el
,

on the kingship cf Cheist (ere cometh with crok.:n he

tt King is of rlory"; "If this King core in he will carry away
mankind"; and 'Undo these gates, that Christ 7-ay come in, the
e's Son of !-:eaven").

Theeechasis is required by Yill Langland's

unfulfilled quest for perfection. The probl
eTs of society have
led him to desire personal salvation, which
he considers the key
to a transformed society. Put in the pursuit of
ethical virtues
he discovers crave social sins and material
inequities weich he
is irpotent to chance. Dy the juxtaposition
of human lirltaticns
with the Conquering King motif, Langland is
able to project the
victcrious outcome of his quest for personal salva
ticn while
providing a model of integrity and nicht for
the leader of an
ideal church and state.27
ilthough Piers Plowman was prophetic of the form
which
the narrowing of Pell would next assu. e, the 'lidd
le Aoes was not
to see any significant develoi:ment of the desc
ent in its symtolic
guise. .lread a climate ieir'cal to its ,
arclation was discernile.
The medie-,7 spirit, essen.tielly cloistered
, circumscribed,
Leaoriginal, and encuestionincly nbedient, had
robbed an of his
spirit of inquiry, leaving him a prey to superstiti
on and credulity.
The Crusades had visibly extended the narrow
horizon of the idle
;'oes. The curiosity insrired by travel beca—
e transruted into a
thirst for knoyledqe. The result--a gradual
one--was a revival of
learning and research, the initiation of the exper
imental method,
and the beginnin(2 of an age of discovery and
exploration. The
intellectual light of the Renaissance enabled
ran, fcr te first
ti, e since the sack of one, to see clearly
and act raticnally.28
intercrctation fellows that of Bloomfield, :hid
.,
pp. 123-29.
28
This analysis of the Renaissance spirit is drawn
from
E.
Pulme, Penaissi,nce and Peforraticn, op.
64-65.

The death knell had teen struck for simplistic faith and rurky,
allegorical thought.
The secular erancipation broucht with it values so obvicus
that few suspected the dancers also inherent in this wholesle
abandor—ent of authority.
period as

In later centuries some would view the

the great upsurge of secular pride that has brought

the world to its present unhappy state;29 Renaissance

an kneri

it only as a time in which he could assert his individuality and
develop his latent potential at last.

Endowed with unbounded

confidence in his own powers, he no longer looked above and belol.!
in supplication or in terror.
of Hell motif vanished
It t::.1d not

re-E7.erre

The nprvasive need for the

arrowinc

the rise of this audacious new breed.
in force L'Ail anot

,-, less coti istic,

again reWred a symbol of hope and redF,..--tion.
29Douglas Dush, in Prefaces to Penaissance Literature,
Norton Library (New York: W. W. Norton & Company, Inc., 1965),
p. xi, notes this as a minority sentirent k.:hich nevertheless
expresses an irportant facet of truth.

CHAPTER III
THE DESCENSUS AS SYMBOL:

SOME TWENTIETH

CENTURY NEGATIVE VOICES
The enlightened criticism which attended the Reformation
had stripped the Harrowing of Pell of its value as dogma, and the
it

exuberant assurance of the Renaissance had obviated any appreciable
need for it

symbolic function.

Now the centuries would take

their toll.
Renaissance man, though alert and questioning, was not
irreligious.

The familiar symbols of faith retained their meaning

for him; only his need for them was gone.

Lven less were they

required in the confident Age of Enlightenment which followed.
Man's research unfolded the secrets of nature to reveal evolutionary
processes at work, seeminglY independent of a creator's hand.
prowess harnessed energy to power the industrial revolution.
mind unlocked the riddles of science.

Van's
His

Man contained limitless

capacities; limitless vistas of progress stretched before him.
was still given homage, but as a remote First Cause behind the
machinery which man was now capable of operating.
While society in general seemed well pleased with the
prosperous and optimistic life ushered in by the Renaissance, a
minority er:eno the artists in each succeeding aoe viewed ran's
growing self-reliance with alarm.

it;

Milton voiced his warning in

Paradise Lost and Paradise Rained, and in lesser works such as
••••
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Samson Lconi_stes
.
. Bunyan made his eloquent appeal thro
ugh Pilgrie's
71 r-ogress, The Holy war, and assorted
short fiction. But althouqh
these wor;,s, like Dante's Inferno befo
re ther, ,lere concerneri with
salvation and damnation and used the
symbolism of heeven and hell,
specific imagery of Christ's redempti
ve Harrowino of nell as not
employed to any significant degree.
,study of such limited scope as
this admittedly provides
an inadequate basis from which to
draw generalizations encompassing
the broad spectrum of literature. Neve
rtheless a cursory study
suggests that few forthright examples
of Harrowing of Pell imagery
are apparent until the nineteenth cent
ury. Their apeearance
coincides with the rise of rorantic
ism and the intrcseection of
the artist.
Goethe's Fat deviates from the Christia
n descent pattern
in depicting a wilful plunee into
hell for selfish purposes, but
rese7-bles the 7otif in the hero's
subsequent desire to use his
dearly bought knowledge to benefit
mankind. !.'ore faithful tc the
descent iragery is Hauthorne's House
of the Seven Gables, in which
Thc.ebe voluntarily relinquishes her
carefree youth to rescue the
miserable inmates of the blichted
house. Eillv Budd, !Ielville's
ncvel of the sae-ee period, offers a
hint of resurrection and
redempticn in the tranouility which
follows the hero's death by
haneing, although it is much simpler
to su000rt the novel as a
portrayal of sacrificial innocence.
(It should be noted that all
novels using Christ figures do rot
automatically conteein harrowing
se;ments.)

But Soethe's towerine world view was clearly in advance of
his age,1 and Hawthorne and Vielville's tragic vision was alien to
the fine transcendental optimism of their conterneraries.

They must

be regarded as minority voices only—forerunners of a coning trend
rather than representatives of contemporary thought.
the coming of the twentieth century, however, others
besides the rare dissentino artist crew aware of the dark and demonic
aspects of life.

Any last pretense of society having a religious

foundation or framework, being contained at all by religion, has
.e

vanished,'2 writes J. B. Priestley.

_r,,lienation was a fact of 1U'e

fragmentation had become a houseold word.
ar followed war, each more hcrrible than the last; crime
rocketed; tie-'ionored values tottered befere a ;:lve of cynicissi
and despair.

In an era of eraaacedented progress ene prosperity,

man found himself dehumanized by industrialization, betrayed by
the emergence of inner savagery, and threatened with annihilation
by weapons of his own creation.

Gone was his confident belief in an

evolutionary upard spiral, his cherished assurance of invincibility.
re could reach the stars, but he could not live at peace with his
neighbor.

P,e could tame the atom, but he could not govern his own

passions.
If rarrolaing of Fell symbolism now seems to appear in
force, is it 'ere coincidence?

1(ay Eaxter thinks not.

of trends in modern drara she writes:

lerper

ios •
41F
,

The nur-iliatine absurdity

a.
Priestley, Literature and t:estern !!a
rothers, 1960), pp. 137-38.
p. 442.
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of resurrection becomes real to us only at the point of despair."3
The Harrowing of Hell would seem an ideal symbol for the twentieth
century.
vehicle for the re-eTergent motif was provided by a
general resuroence of myth-consciousness in literature during
the
years following Iforld ilar I.

Writers were seeking order in many

ways--Hemineway in adherence to a manly code, Faulkner in the
reassertion of ethical values, Eliot and others in conservative
religious patterns.4 Existentialists, meanwhile, sought a tentat
ive
peace through merciless confrontation of the authentic self and
a
stubborn insistence upon interity in a purposeless universe.
Myth-making, as employed by Yeats and Joyce, represented still
another path in the search for stability amid chaos.
The importance of myth in an avowedly non-religious age
can hardly he estimated.

Mircea Eliade cites the ways in which

modern non-religious man still draws upon camouflaged myth and
degenerated rituals in his dreams and fantasies, his secret
societies and political organizations, and his current obsession
with astrology.

Any movement for complete sexual freedom to which

he adheres represents

d

nostalgia for Eden, psychoanalysis provides

a descent into hell, and movies and literature replay mythical
moti :- s by the score.

The irreligious ran is nourished, in short,

by the hidden sprncs of that spiritual nature which !,
.e denies,
3:<ay J. ,-..axLer, Contemporary Theatre and the Christian
Faith (new York: Atingd-on Press, 1964), p. 110.
4
A-lormaA, ArthJrian Triptych, p. 2.

and is therofcre responsive, if only subconsciously, to mythic
content in literature.5
But while ryths may minister unconsciously to the mind,
only those symbols which are consciously apprehended are capable
cf renderin

cop:plete openness or total catharsis, says Eliade.6

Here the Harrowing of Hell faces its most severe liritation as a
twentieth century motif.

The imagery of Christianity, which was

capable of evoking the richest of associations for r-edieval and
renaissance man, has become in modern times almost a forgotten
language. (Not only is Cod dead, says J. Pillis Miller, but men
have forgotten that they have forgotten that he is dead.)7

In a

society so far removed from its religious source, the old symbols
ray not be :
. -erely incomprehensible but actually unknown.
Any hope for extensive recognition of Harrowing of Pell
i-.agery is even more remote than for Christian symbolism in
general.
phrase,

After three centuries of virtual silence, the cryptic
He descended into hell," which liturgical communions have

retained in their creeds, and a tendency among scholars to employ
the imagery in reference to initiation or a quest for knowledge,
is almost all that remains of the formerly flourishing doctrine.
The artist who wishes to use this obscure symbolism thus runs the
1-sk of producing literature for specialists only, while alienating
5Eliade, The Sacred and the Profane, pp. 201-13.

61bie., pp. 211-12; Campbell, The Pero with a Thousand Faces,
pp. 387-91.
73.
Hillis Miller, 'The Poetry of Reality," Eacl:erounds to
"r -'ern Literature, ed. by John Oliver perry (San Franc'seo:
Chandler Publishing Company, 1968), v. 276.
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the masses who most need its message.

Either he rust rrcvic'.e a

key for the interpretation of his iagery,
as Eliot atterots to
do in The Waste Land, or bravely risk it to the
public's
conprEhension, hccin - that intrinsic truth

carry the ressa7e

if specific understanding is lacking.
latter course has been adonted by a nomhc,r of modern
writers for v:ho,, the descent motif holds sufficient
value to
compensate for the risk involved.

All are concerned over man's

devaluation and anonymity in the collective exist
ence, all deplore
his tragic self-estrangenent, and all erploy
the descent imacery
in an effort to rouse him to purposeful livin
g.
Three oromnent nodes are eployed, dictate' in eech
case
the writer's ccrce -A of the problem of modern ran
and its
possible solution.

ne school of writers, refusino to acknolpeoe

that God is c'eed, uses the

arrowing of

rpil

motif as an affir77ation

that the traditional religious and ethical value
s are capable of
re-estaLlishinc order in a chaotic world.

Another, only faintly

hc!:eful, uses the mace with a degree of disto
rtion; while a third,
for who.: religion is not only invalid but acute
ly dangerous, employs
the rotif only in its negative or ironic sense
. Dy raking it a
symbol of rescue which never comes and redemption
never acco7ilished,
the

a.ilacy of trustin: in sunernatural support is de-onstrat
eC, and

man is forced into courageous confrontation with
agony, despeir,
and death.
4riter uho uses the rotif in the latter way is Samue
l
2eckett, a somber r

er,'er of the human scene and a renowned

E2

irnovator i! literary expression.

is Extensive readino gives him

fa-iliarity with wide-ranging imagery, reinforced in the case of
Christian symbolism by a background of Irish Catholicism.8
itj

In

for Godot, the avant-garde anti-drama which set the modern

theater rocking with its 1953 premiere in Paris, Beckett records
the existential plight of two tramps in the framework of a passion
play.
7'artin Esslin has cautioned against "innorting Christian
theology .

. into the work of a man whose basic attitude can be

defined as a total rejection of ideology..9

Beckett himself has

said of the religious uotifs in l''aitino for Godot, "I am interested
in the shape 0-7 ideas, even jf I do not believe in them.""
ri

T -- tie

is to ba consistent with reckett's concept of the human

condition as a state of striving by a hero of Tinimal humanism
toward a non-existent end, we can expect the rarrowins of Hell
motif to carry no more than a wistful ex-ression of hope unrealized.
Its use will be ironic, in other words--a rejection of the imagery
employed.
The action of 1,:aitino for Godot is sparse in the extreme.
Two tramps wait by a bare tree for a !v.. Godot who is to rescue
87.ater, Conte000rar

Theatre and the Chr4stien 7aith, o. 22.

.4*

9"Introduction," Samuel Eeckett: A Collectien of Crititakl
T nt I ett Centur: Vies (7o2VW6076-Essays, ed. by 'artin Essl l
Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-all, Inc., 196E), p. 10. Esslin rfports
that .3eckett
7
made the rema.rk k!hen discossinc Ft. P.,loostine's
sentence ahout the two thieves on the cross that suogeste0 one
of the, motifs in Wai_tine for f.odot.
10!bidt.
4
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the. from misery. They are joined temporarily by a cruel master
and his crazed serf who enact a ritual of punishment and death,
then go on their way.

The first act ends when a messenger brings

word that .1r. Godot will come another day.
repetitious.

The second act is almost

The tramps wait; the raster and servant reappear, but

the master is now blind and dependent; and the messenger returns
with the same message as before.

The play ends as it began.

As Beckett criticism amply demonstrates, there is no one
inevitable interpretation of Waiting for Godot.

Alain Robbe-Grillet

remarks on the multiplicity of conflicting explanations of Godot.
Godot is God; he is the earthly ideal of a better social order;
he
is death; he is silence; he is the inaccessible self that Becket
t
pursues through all his works. These are evidences of the public
nature of the play, he says; everyone gets something from it
without being any closer to exhausting its meaning.11

The very

fact that Waiting for Godot lends itself to contradictory
interpretations, comments A. J. Leventhal, demonstrates how surely it
"reflects the ambivalence of the human situation."12
The analysis which follows is based upon an interpretation
suggested by Kay Baxter,13 who considers the purpose of the underl
ying
passion symbolism without insisting upon orthodoxy in its applic
ation.

11
-Alain Robbe-Grillet, "Samuel Peckett, or 'Presence in
the Theatre,'" Samuel Beckett: A Collection of Critical ';:ssay
s,
p. 110.
12

J. Leventhal, "The Beckett Hero," Ibid., p. 46.

13Contemporary
Theatre and the Christian Faith, pp. 9-22.

.„ .;
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viss 7axter identiries the tramps who wait at the passion
tree as the spirit of mar, Gogo-Estragon as its active aspect and
7
:idi-V
1adimir as its contemplative counterpart.

Expecting Codot to

ap2ear as the awful white-haired Old-Testament Jehovah, they
to recocnize him when he comes as the sufferina servant, Lucky,
borne down with the 'rubbishy cear" of Pozzo, the gross fioure
representing all mankind.
Despite POZZO'S vicious treatment, Lucky appears anguished
at the thoucht that he is to be sold at the market (named Saint
Sauveur in the original Prench version).14

Pozzo, too, appears

so unnerved by the prospect of separation that it is referr
ed to
as a crucicn.

Estrai„on atte-7,-As to exeress cor.cEssicn for

the dog-lYee menial but receives for his pains a sharp kick, whic
Miss Caxter likens to the 7:istic's 1!ound of Love.
At the foot of the death tree, Lucky, once a proficient
dancer, performs the only dance he is now capable of executing--a
dance of death--and obediently demonstrates his ability to "think
"
aloA.

Extracting the kernel from his maddenino stream of apparent

incoherence, riss Caxter finds a message unmistakably relate
d to
the 7assion:

"Given the existence of a personal God who loves us

and suffers and considering that, as a result of labors
left
unfinished, ran wastes and pines--I resume, in a

ord, the skull."15

Lucky's speech is cat off only when the tramps attack hio.
frallinc at the foot of the tree, ke
1416.
4 e., p. U.
15
1";4., p. 15.

pears to die.

".verged!
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Estragon exclaims, and Pozzo remarks
in satisfaction, "There's an end
to his thinkine!'
The conversation which follows attempts
to assign
responsibility for the killing and for the
foul odors which now
arise. Pozzo, realizing his helplessness
witHeut Lucky, begs the
tramps to "raise him up," but Lucky only
slur's to the ground again.
'He's doinc it en purpose!" says Estr
agon, corroboratine the
voluntary nature of the sacrifice,
then adds in denunciation,
"To hell with him!' "And to hell, pres
umably to the harrowing
thereof, Lucky 'departs,'" says Miss
2axter.16
The second act continues the (Jescent
symbolism by opening
with Vladimir's song about a dead doo in
a tomb and with an
_observation that tee ormerly stark tree
suddenly put forth
leaves. "How not," asks ':iss
xter,
een hell has been harrowe.
the souls ransomed and the Suffering Serv
ant beccee te first
fruits of them that slept?"17
Acain Pozzo and Lucky appear, but Pozz
o is no- blind and
calls for help when he stumbles and fall
s. Only when Lucky rises
from his sleep beneath the death tree
, now transformed into a
Tree of Life, can the two move together
toward the city.
The heart of the play appears in a spee
ch Ly Vladimir.
,

ching the sleepine Estraeon who has show
n comoassion on Lucky
and has earlier stated,
my life I've compared myself Ath
Christ," Vladimir broods upon his cwn
deficient humanity:

17Ibi4

.1111.Z7

D

17
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"as I slecninn, while the others suffered?
An I
sleeping ncw? To-morrow, when I wake, or think
do, what shall I say of to-day? That with Estr I
agon
my friend, at this place, until the fall of
nic7ht,
I waited for Godot? That Pozzo passed, with
his
carrier, and that he spoke to us? Probably.
Eut
in all that what truth will there be? .
. . Astride
of a rrave and a difficult birth. Down in the hole
lingeringly, the grave-digger puts on the forceps. 4
"I8
Vhether or not one accepts Miss Baxter's association
of
"astride of a grave and a difficult birth" with
the descent into
19
hell,
the irpact of Vladimir's speech is iscal=able:
onl:f when
ren accept as their own the unfinished
task of Christ by entering
into his suffering, by lifting the fallen and
bearing the burdens
of the weak, can souls be ransomed from hell.
Put this is nrecisely 'hat Christians fail
to do, i?eckett
i -:lies, as surely as his ineffectual tra• s riss
their opprrtunity
to carry To.-czo's luggace and to ease L.:c
impossible task all alone?

s

cad.

is it an

Is every ran :icord to h7 ider

helplessly in the - darkness, alone?

Is God there at all?

Has he

ever been?
Dy illu-irating this ricrocosmic knell, ecke
tt has re'fealed
his vision of the hopeless apathy underlyi
ng r-an's fragmented
existence. and the Harruiinr,J of Hell rotif
has reinforced the irony
of his staterrent.
It is noteworthy that Eva Matman, who anal
yzes

aitinc for

Codot from a psychological rather then a reli
oious viewpoint, uses
descent
a.:ery in her discussion. -iss Matman sees
the play as a
ic
—Szruel aeckett, 'aitine for rcdot,
trans. by the author,
Evergreen Edition (New York: Grove Pres
s,-1954), p. 5.
19,
L.ontemporarv. Theatre and the Christian Faith,
p. IR.

picture cf man's inner world.

Pozzo is the "r-odern inflated

consciousness rejecting and neglecting the flow of inner processes"
(typified by Lucky) which "constitute the source of spiritual
inspiration. 20 Vladiir represents the conscious and Estracon
the unconscious life.

Estragon tries to find release through

dreams but is prevented by Vladimir from tellino then, while
Vladirir has each imeulse toward meaninsful action thwarted by
the memory that he must wait for Godot.
In making the four characters representative of the
component parts of contemporary man, says !:iss !!,at7an, Beckett
is attempting 'a deep regression from all cL;ilize:: tradition, in
—hich consciousness sinks back into an earlier state of its
.ievelopent, into an abaissement du niveau rental, where neolected
and rejected contents become activate.

Such a reoression Jung

co..-.-:. pares to a descent into 1ades.-21
But the encounter fails to produce its anticipated
synthesizing effect because recurrent reminders of Gcdot, who
stands for the sterility of old relioious forms, paralyze the
inpulse toward progress.

The play's religious framework, far

froTi introduciec an element of hope, suogests the futility of
creative adj,,:str,ent until the old cods are replace,1 with new.
Folloving eth
has, operated effective

interpretaticn, the '7:arrowing of Hell
for Beckett as a sy7 ol of hope denied,

20Eva :!atran,
'Reflections on Saruel Peck.4tt's
Samuel Eeckett: A Collection of Critical Essays, p.
21 Ibid., p. 129, quoting C. G. Juno, Psycholonie vnd
Alchemie (1944), translated in Collected "orks XII, o. 322.

,

101.
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a rejection of the redemptive image of the victorious Christ of
the Harrowing.

By the ironic use of its inaoery, Beckett has

r-aintained the integrity of his bleak vision of existence as a
landscape deserted by deity.
Edward Albee is another rodern playwright who has used the
iarrowing of Hell motif effectively in a drama explorng estrangerent.

His one-act play, The Zoo Story, is on its sirplest level

a naturalistic drama of two isolated products of the ae of
automation who meet on a bench in Central Park.

Peter, the

respectable average citizen who sits readino, is isolated by
prejudice and afflucece; Jerry, the bral .. intruder, ty poverty,
resentment, and rootlessness.

Forcing peter to listen to his

story, Jerry goads hi- into Cfectin

Jrry's suicide.

Underlying the deceoti-ely simple structure is a
re-enactment of the Passion.

rr..e first hint of this cores during

Jerry's description of the landlady and her doo who are "gate
keepers

of the tawdry rooming housc w'ere he lives.

a black 7onster of a beast:

The dog is

an oversized hud, tiny tiny ears,

and eyes . . . bloodshot, infected, maybe; and a body you can see
the ribs throu:h the skin.

The dog is black, all black; all black

except for the bloodshot eyes . . .1422

The suspicion that this is

Cerberus, guardian of the underi,!orld, is reinforced when Jerry tolls
of silencing him with poisoned hamburger, for Theseus gained
admittance to

ades after giving Cerberus drugged honey-cakes. !.s

if for good measure, t.erry later suggests that the dog may be a
22Edward Albee, The Zoo Story and The Sandbox ([1!ew York]:
Lramatists Play Service, Inc., 1969, D. 15.

"descendant of the puppy that guarded the gate of hell
or some
such resort."23 The dog and its owner, the lewd and drunken
landlady, furtherrcre, are capable of identification with Sin
ard fleath,
yho sit at hell's pertals in Paradise Lost.24
Having established this identity, the roomind house can
be
understood as hell and jerry's entrance as a descent.

his concern

for the outcasts who live there is recognized as redem
ptive in
vision. Jerry thinks he "night be doina sor'e dcod in that
tormented
house" if he can achieve contact with its doomed inmat
es, and,
savior-like, he prays for the "colored queen, the Puer.t,
Mean
family, the person in the -front room whom I've never seen,
the
worm who cries deliberatel: behind her closed door, and
the rest
^,
of the T- f,711e in all roomin-,
everywhere.""
s cssaut
on the dog is a desperate attempt to establish reaningful
contact,
oven with an enimal.

Now he must force an encounter with Peter

in order to save him from his stultifyina self-impos
ed isolatinn.
Rose A. Zinbardo, who is responsible fcr this inter
pretation,
describes the circuitous journey downtown and back
to the zoo as
Jerry's descent into hell and resurrection, both of
which are
necessary before Peter's salvation can take place.
Jerry dies for
Peter in the sense that he has saved Peter's scul
from "spiritual
2
3Ibid., p. 18.
24
Rose A. Zimbardo, "Symbolism and naturalism in
Edward
"lbee's The Zoo Story," Twentieth Century Literature
, VIII (April,
1952-January, 19MT1 10-17. (See Paradise Lost,
Fook Y, The.
Co:plete Poetry_ and Selected Prose of John Milton
Dew York:
V,odern Library. TOT, p. 318 ff.
Albee, The Zoo Story, p. 18.
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starvation."

Peter Hil ever afterward be forced "to feel kinship
with the outcasts for whom Jerry has prayed.„26
Albee.

Ceckett, finds a tentative hope for the

resolution of man's alienation in his recognitio
n of kinship with
all other creatures. By use of the descent image
ry in its
affirmative aspect he suests the possibility
of a day when
the bars of fear and suspicion which separate man
from his
fellows ray come down as surely as the gates
of hell crumbled
before the liberating Christ.
Albee's ..:se of the motif has been purely symbo
listic,
neither affirmind nor denying the implicit Chris
tian conten' of
the —yth.

A ' 7_,ree of distortion has been irtreduced„ howev
er,

to indicate the author's reservation about an
ootinistic solution.
In the disparity between the victorious savio
r and Jerry as a
Christ-figure who has been unable to achieve meani
ngful relationship with any of the derelicts ,A:om he now frees
Peter to minister
to, Albee underlines the fragility of his expec
taticn that society
will waken to its need for involvement.

The hope for a resolution

of man's fragmentation, while more. promising than
Deckett's bleak
view, is still nebulous--an accurate representa
tion, probably, for
Albee's own position.
The literary selections here aralyzed are but to
among
many which illustrate the ironic use of the desce
nt motif.
is, in fact, the prevalent contemporar
26.
Syrtolisr and
Story., p. 15.

Irony

rode in which t'arro,- :ing of

aturalism in Edward Albee's The 7oo
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Pell ir..!Eaer

a:nears.

This seers surnrisinc on the surface, since

the imacery always accompanies a Christ figure.
Cne explanatien is the penchant for subtlety in contemporary
writing which insists that the action
the denouerent.

e ahruntly terrinated after

The outcome in the case of passion symbolism is to

leave the la.rrowing of Hell segment alr-:.ost entirely tc the reader
's
iraginaticn.
John ::i11 .
4 naer offers as further explanaticn of the ironic
mode the absence of rrofound faith among writers who treat religi
ous
themes.

They view the fate of the Christ fiaa.ire as tracic, anc:

no place for his redemptive, harrowin

aspect.

Y.illinger states:

Ye are not given enough Christians in
co:-aorary literature who actually think and
act as if they really lived after the occrrence
of the resurrection of Christ. "fl:t of I!-e7, to
use James Stewart's chrase, seem to he "on the
wrong side of Easter."27
The result, says Killincer, is literature which erploys
Christian rotifs but is not itself Christian.28 l!riters of
this
form of 'Christian" tracedy, if they project a redemntive vision
at all, rust force it in one of several ways.
Faulkner, in A Fahle, resurrects the martyred corporal
by
disintegratinc his coffin with a fallinc shell, then reinca
rnates
him to haunt the warmongers as an indestructible remire
er of tJ.eir
"deathless folly."29
27Johr Killinaer. The Failure of Thenlorn, in "ndern
Litera
ture
_
_ (Net. York: Abi-ngdon Press, 196f3, o. 186.
28Ib
id., p. 182.
2G1:illiam Faulkner, A Fable (”ew York:
1950), 7. :af..2.

RanCol vouse,

Cut this is treatment of an exceptional sort.

A Pore

characteristic mode of ,
rojecting redemptive activity calls for
the martyred Christ figure to live on in ethers.

This may be

done with varying degrees of negation or affirmatio
n.
Kazantzakis' Greek Passion at first sees to exemplify
the extreme negative pole. The villagers gree
t each other in
the morning with shouts of "Christ is risen!"
In the evening
they make the resurrection a travesty by turni
ng away a tattered
band of starving refugees.

By identifying himself with the

outcasts, Manolios (the shepherd chosen to depi
ct Christ in
the passion play) so infuriates the townspeopl
e that he is
stabbed to death in tLe cillage church 7 4 nutes befor
e Christ7as
tells call the faithful to worship.
s srrifice is futile,
fcr the refueees must rove on. "DeEr
'.'anolios, you'll have given
your life in vain," the old priest weeps bitte
rly. "Alen will
you be born, my Christ, and not be crucified
any more, but live
among us for eternity.:i30
Could anything more effectively neate the trium
ph of
the harrowing?
Yet Magdalene has died a saint, and the disci
ple designates
remain true to their ideal.

And while Priest Fotis still follows

the yellow butterfly that beckons the starv
ine pilgrims on, who
can say that Menolics has died in vain?
T. S. Flint's Cocktail 7artv uses the roti
f more affirmativPly,
although the effect is artistically unconvin
cin.

Celia, socially

3,
Kazantzakis, The Greek Passion (Mew York:
Schuster, 1954), p. 429.

Siron and

E3

prominent but dissatisfied, confesses to another party
guest her
sense of emptiness and failure and the unaccountable
feeling that
she rust atone for sorethinc.

Tv.o years later, at another cocktail

party, the same guests learn that Celia, now a missi
onary nun in
Africa, has been killed at her pest durinc a nativ
e uprising-'crucified very near an ant-hill. '71

The announcerent effects

a sort of purgation for those present.

Their film-making, their

rarital relations, their cocktail parties,
it is intimated, will
henceforth in some vague way be purified by Celia
's death.
Francois Yauriac is rcre convincing in his ironi
c use
of the descent rotif.

In m.auriac's novels, says '..!allace Fowlie,

"the deepest part of men is imperiled. .
ohich state will win out:

and o-e cannot tell

grace or Carnation. . . . the rovel

stops at the roment when the peril ray cone to an
end."32
In The Lamb, Xavier delays entering seminary to atte
mpt
the reconciliWnn of a celebrated 7reflicatc ard
his unhappy wife.
He loves selflessly but des in despair, doubting
his faith and
convinced that he has not saved a single person.

He is wrong, of

course, for the tracedy era. s cuilt-stricken Jean
".irabel to his
yife's bedroom for the first tire in two years.
"Vs are suffering,
but e are at peace," they agree; Xavier has
given ther his peace.33
31'. S. Eliot, The Cocktail Party (New York:
7race and Comoany, 1950TTo. 175.
32
1:allace
Reader (New York:

Harcout,

"The Art of Francois !'auri:c," P ;lauriac
Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 19E), p. xix.

33
Francois Hauriac, The Lamb, trans. by Gerard
Hopkins
(New York: Farrar, Straus andCudahy, 1955),
D. 95.

In this coen-ended conclusion, Jean -i
ratel has t;;E- pr:wer to crown
Xavier's sacrificial death with the harrowin
g of his own private
hell.
The T-ottinr Shed Graham Greene performs
a variation in
the substitution technique by having his savi
or die symbolically
to live on in another person. Vhen Father
illiav Callifer finds
that his idclized nephew James has hanged
himself in the potting
shed he bargains with God, "Take away what
I love most. Take away
7y faith but let him live." The prie
st describes the miracle that
followed:
When I had you on ry knees I re-Ember a terr
ible
pain--here. Sc terrible I don't think I coul
d go
through it again. It .;:c.s just as though
I WFS the
on. 'ho was sT.oled---I could feel the cord 1.-un
d
my neck. I couldn't breathe, I cculdn't
speak, I
had to oray in y mind, and then your
brea
care
back, and it.was just as thouoh I had died th
insteed
So I went away to bury myself in rours like
this.".54
James lives, but without either the
memory of his childhood or
the capacity to love; and Father William,
his faith cone, becomes
a "Aiskey priest." Eope for their salv
ation emerges when the
secret of the past is bared after thir
ty years. James feels the
surge of life, and the priest bows to
pray.
Eernard !lalamud, too, employs the substitu
tion method.
Although the 2awhe-like storekeeper in
The :-.ssistant actually dies,
he lives on in 7rank Alpine, the pett
y thief whom he has befriended.
The identification is foreshadowed
when the inept protagonist
stur:bles into :;.orri :70t,er's open
grave. creaking with his
34Graham Greene, The Potting Shed
("ew York:
Press, 1957), n. 93.
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deceitful habits, Frank descends tharklessly into the family
's hell
of melancholy deprivation.

He tends :orris' tomb-like store,

supports his teidow, and educates his daughter.

Through the

voluntary assumption of responsibility, Frank becomes re-inc
arnation
of the kindly, sufferine old man.
Another effect, radically different fro!". any of those
cited, is possible when the descent iracery is embodied in a
hero
%'hose symbolic death results in his own triumphant progress
as
liberator.

This produces, not works exhibiting "sore limited

acgrandizeeent of the individual, such as

SUCC2SS

in business

et- arrival at self-understandinc or sublimatien,h but urortr
ayals
of the man eho in Christ is already in this life ex7er:encino
the power of the Resurrection.'5
This treatment of the motif ineolves the full four
:eevements of what Uylie Sypher refers to as "the mythol
osical
ritual cycle--birth, struggle, death, and resurrection."

Tragedy

uses only the first three of these; therefore comedy
is the rictit
rode for literary presentations on resurrection theme
s, Sypher
35
ccncludes.
The contention seems to be borne out in the works v.hich
rerain to be examined--the romances of C. S. Lewis
, LI. R. R.
Tolkien, and Charles

,

35,..
,1!lincer
179, 186.

filiams.

In accepting "the absurd

The Failure of Theolocv in Modern Literature,

36,—
:he ;.eaning of Comedy," Comedy: "An Essay on Ccreed.y,"
Georpe f!eredith; "Laushter," Henri Beroson; intro,
and appendix
by Wylie Sypher,
cooks T-Garden City, P.Y.: Doubleday &
Company, Inc., 195E), p. 220.

improbabilities of life through det,' the auth
ors tr
Farrowing of Hell motif as affirmation.
and content fuse, the redemptive motif merging
with te
ressage as a projected solution to the disorien
tation of

CHAPTER IV
SPEAKERS FOR THE AFFIRMATIVE
J. B. Priestley, in Literature and Western "an, expresses
the gratitude which society should feel for its rlen of genius,
its Becketts and Albees, who respond to the innerrost needs of
their day by reporting what they find in the "general deep
unconscious," thereby atterntino "to restore a balance destroyed
by one-sidedness."

But despite their efforts in obeying "their

daemon," he believes that modern literature cannot

defend us

apairst t1.-e de-humanising -collectives, restore true rersonality."
Only religion can do this, though not any religion such as we
now have.

but I have no religion," he adds, "r-ost of rv frends

have no religion, very few of the major modern writers we have
been considering have had any relicion: and what is certain is
that our scciety has none."

And his bco!, trickles ineffectually

to an end with the wistful plea that we "wait," and while we are
waiting "try to feel and think and behave, to sore extent, as if
cur society were already bedinning to be contained by religion,
as if .

. we were findinc our way

aeain in the .,!niverse.01

C. S. Lewis, J. R. R. Tolkien. and Chprles villiams, the
trio cf Enr.lisn writers now to be consic'ered, would concur with
F'riestle:/'s estimate of the modern writer's dilemma on1y to a
point.
1 pp. 443-45
.
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Far fro- acce2tirg his evaluation of the obsolescence of traditional
Christianity, they would very likely invoke the classic argument
that Christianity has not been tried and found wantin7, but found
di,-ficult and not tried.

The view imnlicit in their novels is that

relioicus faith, reaffirmed and practiced, points the way out of
the conterporary wasteland.

The Harrowing of Pell motif is one

of the symbols with which they support this affirmation.
Lewis, Uil1ias, and Tolkien's intimate knowledge of the
descent imagery is the result of two major influences:

they share

deep grounding in the liturgical church, Lewis and Williams as
.4n?licans, Tolkien as a P.oman Catholic; and all are medievalists.2
Further -ore, during thE years when Le -s an

Tolkien were %cord

dons and '.:;11iars a university lecturer and editor at Cxford Pre,
all here members of an intimate group which met several times a
week to read aloud from their current writino projects, with a
consequent cppertunity for reinforce-,-ent of their mutual interests.
Similarities in concept and execution are too extensive to
enumerate:

all are romanticists, concerned with inner reality, eith

essence rather than surface; all find in myth an underlying symbp1
of order and Craw with abandon from many traditions—Norse, Celtic,
:xthurian, and others, in addition to Christianity; all seek teyond
the nornal world

or recovery of a lost vision of reality, for

re:epoorg and reaffirmation.3 Tolkien and Lewis accolish this
2,
he present tense has been adopted to avoid awkwardness.
Villiams died in 1945, Lewis in 1963; Tolkien is still living.
3
Tolkien calls these values of fantasy 'recovery," "escape,"
and "consolation" ("On Fairy Stories," The Tolkien Peader [New ;oiic:
%a116ntine Books, 1966], pp. 55-73).
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through the creation of cosmic kingdo:73 in which to Present their
vision of truth; Williams' novels evoke natural and supernatural
kingdoms which iroinge upon each other.
Each writer builds upon a concept of life which is
essentially medieval.

The world, for "all its mundane activity

and color, is the scene and battleground of supernatural agencies,
God and his good angels opposing Satan and his evil spirits," and
man leagues hirself with one or the other.4 ,:odern ran can hope
for synthesis in his fragmented nature only when he accepts his
'.lace under God in the hierarchy and assuPes responsibility for
the

ell-being of others in the chain.
This emphasis upon the strong religious a-her-Ent of Lewis,

Tolkien, and Williams has been made because of its obvious bearine
1

upon their treatT7ent of the Harrowing of rell rotif.

A uniiried

expression of art and doctrine will usually result in a closer
relationship between symbol and referent than exists when the
motif is used only syrbolically.5

Since redemption in the Christian

context is a ratter cf joy, as it is in the descent myth itself,
there will be little evidence in these novels of the ironic
•

distortion to be found in the dramas of Beckett and Albee; and a
grez:ter possibility of the one-to-one correspondences which buttress
4
•

4,
...ush, Prefaces to 7enaissance I.terature, r. 51.
5
The author wishino to illustrate the requirecnt of
morality for an ordered society will create a Christ-figure with
fewer disparities than Steinbeck's wine-and-women-loving Casey,
whose message is social responsibility, for example.

reality and render narrative via
ble.6 The writer actively committed
to Christianity will tend to use
the symbol affirmatively.
This is effectively illustrated
by J. R. R. Tolkien,
whose inclusion with Lewis and
Williars, known apoloists for
Christianity, might even be cha
llenoed, since his ces!,ic kingdom
seems to have heen purposely
created iith en inherent morality
rather than a transcendent dei
ty in control. That Harrowing of
Hell imagery appears in its
positive functicn is readily
demonstrable, however. The rea
son seers to be that the author
included in his trilocy "all
the necessary materials for reli7i , 7
cn'
and made the .nstated presup
positions" Christian.8 Although
the
"archety;es
in an elemertal form," insofar
as the reader
associates ther, "with relieion
and specifically with Christianity,
to that extent The Lord of the
1
)
1_r_.0 may appeer to be a Cristian
work."9 The question of inhere
nt Christianity or of Christian
symbolism, then, resides with the
judgment of the reader, for
-!"olkien has envisaged the
work so broadly that it will accomrec
date
all that the reader brings to
it.

6This idea is suggested by
Douelass Parker, "Pwaet we
Polbytla," Hudsen Review, IN (Wi
nter, 1957), 600.
7,
ratricla
Meyer Specks, "Ethical Pattern
in The Lord of
2incs," Criticue, III, i
1950), 36.
'The .7tiest Pero," Tolkien and
the Cit- es,
ed. by Neil D. Isaacs and Ros
e A. Zimbardo (!;otre Dame: Uni
versity
of Notre Dame Press, 1965),
p. 53.
9ecrce H. Thenson, "The Lord
of the Rirics: The Novel as .
Traditional Rorance," '1 !isconsi
n—st,2Te-S-Mn t-c:riter-Forary Litera
tere,
VIII (Winter, 1967), 47.
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Still more gerrane is the revelation of vhat Tolkien hirself
brings to the work as a concept of ultimate triumph.

In his essay,

"rn Fairy Stories," he describes the elerent of fantasy which he
calls 'consolation' as that "sudden turn," t,- e "piercinc glimpse of
joy," the "eucatastroche" of the happy ending.

The artist who best

achieves this secondary truth does so by aporehendina primary truth.
If he creates well, he may find that his art contains "a far-off
gleam or echo of evancelium in the real world."

Sianificantly, the

example which Tolkien gives as the 'greatest and most complete
conceivable eucatastrophe" is the tirth of Christ; and "the
Pesurrection is the eucatastronhe of the story of the Incarnation.
These stateeents. rather than the question of the trilogy's
inherent "flhristianity," are relevaet to this study.

Tolkien as :1

a.;thor is free to choose whether his cosmic kingdom eill Lr_ patently
Christian or even religious at all, but his writing will not deny
the sensibility of the 'man behind tie beck.

The incidents of

triumph and rede7ption that he depicts will contain echoes of the
ultimate rede,ention, which

e visualizes in Christian terms.

And

because this is for Tolkien a vision of "joy beyond the walls of
the world, i:oisnant as grief," the Harrowing of
his works, as in those of

will appear in

illiarns and Lewis, as an affirmation, a

joyous affirration, of the symbol.
The discussion of the rotif as it functions within the
novels will necessarily be longer than that accorded the drat”s,
because of the more discursive nature of the senre.
Fairy ctories," pp. 68-73.

Ighile the

7?

irpact of the Earrowinc.; of Hell imagery is somewhat blunted thereby,
the ability of the novels to supply multiple analogues and sustain
extended comparisons may be found corpensatory.
The Lord of the Rings has been described as fantasy, fairy
tale, super science fiction, and heroic romance.

:ilatever classifi-

cation one accepts, its basic structure is the quest.

This

immediately opens the door to a possibility for descent imagery,
since this motif is also frequently defined in terms of a quest
and shares a number of its phases, as defined by !orthrop Frye in
his Anatomy of Criticism.11
The panoraniic action, reduced to its simplest elements, is
this:

Sauror, evil ruler of Vordor, hs dierere that hobbits

ncy possess his One Ring of Power, lost years earlier in a disastrous
war which decimated his power.

Since the rir2 world return all of

!iddle-earth to his control by dominating the lesser rings which
more benevolent rulers hold, he resolves to retrieve it through his
agents, the fearful, faceless rincwraiths, loathesome ores, trolls,
werewolves, and such men as he has subverted.
Sauron's purpose is opposed by a Fellowship of the Ring,
composed of Candalf the wizard; Aragorn and Eoromir, men; a dwarf;
an elf; and four hobbits, furry-footed childlike beings, half ran
and half fairy. :ecause the ring will corrupt its wearer, it cannot
he used for flood.

The plan which evolves, therefore, is to destroy

the ring in the only way possible—by returning it to the fires of
horthroo Frye, The Anatomy of Criticism: Four Essays_
(Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, .1967),
Lip. 126-203.
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"ordor in which it 'ias forged.

The hero chosen for the quest is

the reluctant hobbit, Frodo 2aogins.
The companions begin the journey together, but Fredo and
his servant, Sam Can2ee, must soon proceed alone
vhile the others
rally their allies in "iddle-earth and set up major
diversionary
encounters with the enemy.

When Frodo and Sam find themselves

shadowed by Gollum, the depraved hobbit who once held
the ring
and still craves it insatiably, Sam wishes to kill
him, but -t-odo,
vho already feels the burden of the rino's tempt
ation, counsels
nercy. (.;ollum oled-es to lead them into Mordor,
tut actually
delivers the

to the cross spider Sheloh, from ,,hon he hopes
to

secure the ring.

Escapinc, the hobbits ceee7 vearil

up to -U -,e

Crack of Deem, tut Frodo's purjse now deserts him and
he refuses
to destroy the ring.

The mission is

ccomplished only when Golium,

biting off Frodo's finer to obtain his "Precious,"
falls with it
into the pit.
In the absence of a pervasive transcendent deity,
redemptive
acts must be supplied tv larcer-than-life finures--t
he wizard
Gandalf, and Araoorn, a man cast in the mold of
an epic hero.
Equally important in the outcome of the tattle betwe
en cood and
evil are the actiers of the little pecrle t!!ho, in
erulatin

their

heroes, translate the redemptive act in their own
sphere and
according to their own talents, achievin: heroic statu
re in the
process.

Such action

s obviously capable of natural enricfroe.nt

fror the Harrowing of Hell rotif with its patte
rn of quest, heroic
stror_;gle, symbolic death, and ultimate victory.

The three characters who most unristeably fill the
redemptive
role are Gandalf, the wise old man cr Yahwe image;
Aragorn, the born
ruler or
f:evior.

essiah figure; and Frodo, the humble hero or
Sufferinr7
Each has at least one major scene which, with a minim
um

of distortion, can be viewed as a descent into
hell.12
The hero who first directs the activities of the Fello
wship is
the venerable wizard, Gandalf the Grey.

Gardalf appears to fill a

father image"
, educatine Frodo to the gravity of the quest (I,75-100)
and reprirr.e c:ine him for poor judgment in its perfo
rmance (1,289).
The relationship of the company to Gandalf is
always one of respect,
deepenine to awe as they see him bend the force
s of natnre at te
70,.-.1 of ,),ie
rdell (1,286) nd stun the ores of !.loria witl' a stab
of
white light (:,423).
Pis mysterious backoround is a co-7onp1ace of
the quest
hero.

Coming out of the Far West in the aee when the shado
w first

began to fall on "iddle-earth, the wizard appea
red in the shape of
a Tan, had never been young ("always was"?),
and aged only slowly.
Gandalf was thought to be a messenger "sent
to control the power of
Saurcn, and to unite all those who had the
will to resist him" (III,
Appendix I!, 455).
"Paee references in the analysis that follo
To7kien, The Lord of the Rings, Part I: The Fello ws are to J. P. R.
wship of the ino:
Part II: The Two Towers; Part III: The
Return of the Tno—T,-3- Os.;
New York: --Eal1ant'ine - 6-oks, 1965). Citations
will be indicated by
volume and pace number.
13T h e best example of this occurs when Fippi expos
n
es hi-self
to the evil eye of Sauron by lco!:ine. in the palan
tiri and Gandalf
blanets him like a baby and carries him to
safet
256). !."arion Zimmer Fradley notes (""en, Paltl y on Shadowfax (II,
ines, and 1-!ero Yorship,"
Tolkien and the Critics, r. 112) that "as Pipri
n slowly recovers,.
alf Ti'l-.7st scolds, then lectures, and final
ly forgives him in true
father-fashion.

Gandalf acts throughout the quest as sage ard
strategist,
plotting campaigns, spying out the land, gath
ering stragglers, and
deploying forces (11,183,199). It is Gand
alf to whom all defEr in
council and for whom they irvriably wish when
in danger or
uncertainty. f:appily, in the words of Pipp
in, "He always turns
when things are darkest" (11,100).
Gandalf thinks of himself primarily as a pres
erver of life.
There may even be grounds in a Passage
like this to consider him
a Life Force:
"All worthy things that are in peril as
the world now stands,
those are my care. And for my pert, I shal
l not wholly fail
of my task, though Candor should perish, if
anything passes
through this nicht that can still grow
fair or bear fruit
and flower again in days to come. For
I also an a steward."
(11! :3)
Despite his 7-agica1 powers, even Gandalf
is not invincible.
1-:is prophecy that he himself may "per
ish utterly in a black battle
far from the living lands" (III,191)
is seemingly fulfilled when
he attempts to lead the Fellowship thro
ugh the dread mines of
CF.ndalf has brought them past the fires
of the forsaken
mine and over the black chasm almost to
safety when the dread
Balrog attacks. Alone on the narrow brid
ge Gandalf meets the
writhing figure of flame and shadow, end they
hurtle together into
the pit.
"When our escape seemed beyond hope he save
d us, and he
fell," Frodo afterward eulogizes (1,460),
and the elves compose
songs of lamentation fcr Xithrandir (1,465),
Gandalf's elvish
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nare, which, as Douglass Parker notes, is remarkably sirilar to
:lithra, the Zoroastrian savior who was reircarnated.14
Then, beyond all hope, Gandalf returns fror the dead, but
greatly changed.

His gray robe has turned white freel the fire of

his sacrificial ordeal, and even these who know hi 7- best fail to
recognize hin i..-7ediately. a situation reminiscent of Jesus and
the travelers on the Eraus Road.
the Dwarf demands, "Speak!

Thinking hi7, to be Saruman, Gimli

Tell us where you have hidden our

friends!" (11,124). ("Thinking him to be the sardener, etc.").
Gandalf reassures his frienr2s, reluctantly tellinc of his
ordeal.

He has passed through fire and deep water, fiOting the

'strang7ne snake

in the dark pit, through the labyrinthian

tunnels, and up the spiral staircase to the pinnacle, ".''ore at
last he overpowered the vile creature and cast him to his death.
But Gandalf hirself had suffered a kind of death. !-!P speaks of
it ambiguously:
"Naked I was sent back--for a brief tire, until e-,v task
was done. And naked I lay upon the mountaintop . . . .
And so at the last Gwahir the Yindlord found re again,
and he took me up and bore me away." (111,135)
The comrades creet Gandalf's resurrection or rebirth with
a chant of jubiliaticn si ilar to that of the Old Testament saints
-elcoming Christ to hell:
"You are our captain and our banner. The Dark Lord
has
But we have Cne, mightier than they: the
White Rider. He has passed throu2'1 the fire and t! e
abyss, and they shall fear Mn. Ye
go where he
leads." (11,133)
14"Fwaet We .-!olbytla," 606.

Candalf is no

a sy,- cl of hope in (!)14 how,
.

y heart will not
yet despair," sa
ys Pippin during this ..if.u of Mi
e
nas Tirith. "Gandalf
fell and has re
turned and is with Ir. (J11,41)
. Gimli states
succinctly eat
the wizard means to
• lollowship when he says,
"Gandalf's head is
now sacred" (111
,1 :/).
new aura of au
thority (ICCOIT/Init% Gandalf's activi
ties
followirc his
triumph over death.
In euhsequent harrowine action,
evil men fall ba
ck from him blinde
d, thv murderous sword flies
from Denethor's
orasp, and Faramir
,,,/,, from death (111,1
55).
Gandalf challeng
es the Lord of the
Pairjuls in biblical
y
tones: "Go back
to the abyss prepar
ed Rr Y"! Co back! Fall
into the rothin
eness tat awaits
Ma:ter. So!"
you an
!II,
125). "Down, sn
ake! Down on your hr
.II/ —
e charoes the venomous
false counselor,
1-brmtongue (11,15
the defected wizard,
9).
Saruman, he says
, "I am not Gand
. 1, whom you betray
alf the f,(
ed.
I an Gandalf the
;Arite, who has retu
death. You have no
ree"
colour now, and
I cast you from
the
the Council"
(11,241).
But despite his
majesty, Can
chance that Goll
um may still be sa
ve
to e pitied, fo
r he was once a
man
're=.ve been like
Candalf himself (1
1,1
- erere evil whic
h he serves does
a
Against the wiza
rd's awesome
as the suffering
Christ-figure.
A7:
wc people the
novels, this h7.1
f-sizc

-- !-oHful.
•";

There is a

- '1,93); Wormtongue
is
nd .garuman should
or Sauron and the
-e city (III,191).
Frodo apreLes
cfiaracters
'-o- the Provincial

4
Shire is thP weak thing chosen to confound the might.

The hint

of foreordination is in Gandalf's words:
"There was something else at work, beyond any design
of the Ring-maker. I can put it no plainer than by
saying that Bilbo was meant to find the Ping, and
not by its maker. In which case you also were meant
to have it." (1,88)
Not only is Frodo an unlikely hero but an unwilling one.
"I am not made for perilous quests.
with genuine humility.
of his journey.

Why was I chosen?"

he asks

Frodo has no illusions about the romance

It means "exile, a flight from danger into danger,

drawing it after me" (1,96). 'Tithe went to find a treasure,
there and back again; but I go to lose one, and not retorn, as
far as

can sEe" (1,100).

At the Council of Rivendell, the first

lap of his quest completed. Frodo experiences an "cverwhelming
longing to rest and remain at peace," but feels the truth of the
elf-king's words.

The task is appointed for him and no other; if

he does not "find a way, no one will" (1,354).
As the Fellowship prepares to dissolve, Frode climbs to
the summit of Amon Hen.

Seeing the kingdoms of the world stretched

out below him, he experiences his Temptation—the conflict between
whether to serve the Dark Lord or the Company of free men.
The two powers strove in him. For a moment,
perfectly balanced between their piercing points,
he writhed, tormented. Suddenly he was aware of
himself again. Frodo . . . . free to choose, Pnd
with one remaining instant in which to do so. 'h;e
took the Ring off his finger. (1,519)
"I will do now what I must," he says, and sets his face toward
rerdor, the desolate land which the dragon holds.

It is often

this way when things ar2 in danger, he realizes with -!ewhIng
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insi:ht:

"sore one has to give then up, lose them, so that

others may keep then' (111,382) ("He saved
others; himself he
can not save?).
The burden of the rinc ages Frodo so that his
face
old and beautiful, transparent, almost sain
tly (11,330).
nature, too, chances.

ecores
is

From wishing to destroy Gollum, he elects

to show him mercy, since he himself has now
been tempted in all
points like that pitiful creature.
Frodo's descent into hell, like Gandalf's, is
in a
labyrinthian den of blackness and horror--the
tunnel of Torech
Uneol, lair of Sheloh the death spider.

Paralyzed by her stino,

he falls into a state of apparent death.

Yhen Sam finds him in

the ore tower. res rrected to life, h

is naked as an infant.

..althouc;-, weak and drained of spirit, Frodo toil
s with

.„

his burden up the hill of Mordor, lifted
when he stumbles by Sam
(the cross-bearer?). Cut at the brink of
success he hesitates,
reluctant to give up the life and perpetual
youth .::hich the ring
insures.15 His refusal is akin to Christ's
Gethsemane struggle,
"Let this cup pass from me"; but Frodo's
stamina has been so
undermined by the ring that he cannot add
"Nevertheless. . . •
This is done for him, in effect, by
Gollum. In giving th(7! creature
his freedom, Frodo has made it poss
ible for Gollum to accomplish,
unintentionally, what he cannot do for hims
elf.

15T his Interpretation is sugeested by Pugh
T. Keenan,
"The Appeal of The Lord of the :'ings:
A Struggle for Life,"
Tolkien and the—Gitics, pp. 6[1-69.

:her the ring drops at last into the Crack of Doom,
mountains shake, "eyeless prisons" are exposed, and oreat dungeons
and immeasurable pits collapse.
The skies burst into thunder seared with linhtning.
Down like lashing whips fell a torrent of black rain.
And into the heart of the storm, with a cry that
pierced all other sounds, tearing the clouds asunder,
the azgul caarie, shooting like flaming 'colts, as
caught in the fiery ruin of hill and sky they
crackled, withered, and went out. (111,276)
Frodo's Harrowing of Fell has destroyed the monsters and led all
of 'ilddle-eerth out of real or potential bondage to the Black Lord.
Fertility r '' returns to the bliohted lands, a new white tree
flowers L

well et ::inas Tirith, and 7arriage Llrites all true

lovers.
7 the three Christ-figures ef the trilogy, Araoorn best
fulfills the reeuireents for the 'essnic Christ of the descent.
Born a king's son, his - lineage is kept secret by his widowed mother
and revealed only at his ,coming of age.

because the elf princess

he loves cannot he his until he unites two ancient kinodo7s, one
of men and one of elves, Aragorn undertakes to prove hiself
througll years of questing.

Pe travels in the rouch disguise of

a ranger, Strider, and is despised and re,fected of men, whose
4

borders he neverthelcss patrols against the encrochrlent of
Seuron (1,326).
Even Frodo and the CoTpary are at first suspicious of
..-.racorn's ;Tim and weatherbeaten appearance, but at Lothlorirn,
land of the elves, they see him in a new ouise, as one transfigured
by love. "The crir years were removed" from his face and "he seered
clothed in white, a young lord tall and fair' (1,456).

Again on. the Great River they see bri transficured as their
boat sweeps oast the formidable Pillars of the Kings, his ancestors.
'Fear not!' said a strange voice behind him. Frodo
turned and saw Strider, and yet not Strider; for the
weatherworn Ranger was no longer there. In the stern
sat Aragorn son of Arathorn, proud and erect, guiding
the boat with skillful strokes: his hood was cast back,
and his dark hair was blowine in the wind, a light was
in his eyes: a kinc returnine from exile to his own
land. (,509)
Araoorn's authority is by virtue of his kingship, but he wins men's
loyalty by love (111,184).

His justice is terlpered by pity for

frailty (11,184; 111,199), and he cores tc his kinTdom with healing
in his win7s.

After the Pattie of "iras 7irith, the folk of the

city flock te his door, prayinc that he will hel tcir kinslren,
as the peonle of Caperraum once cal]ed far

esus at Peter's tore;

and like Jesus he continues his healing r7.,inistry far into the
night (11I,K0).
Aracorn's descent into hell follows his look into a
palantiri which reveals the 17assing of evil forces in the south.
The new threat can be countered in only one way--by a march threugh
the Paths of the Dead, the road from which no mortal has ever
returned.

Pere dwell the shades of nen doomed to sleepless death

by a broken oath to fight against Sauron.

After a Gethsemane

struggle which leaves him startlingly chanced, "as if in cne night
rwy years had fallen on his head,' !!racorn announces his purpose
to 'co on a road arpointed" (111,60,66).
Defying the ancient curse, Aragorn ertc.rs the f?ates of the
5ead under the liaunted Y.ountain.

Here is no beast to battle,

ut a

"nropinc Horror," "the breath of ghcsts" which freezes the heart '

(111,72,74).

At the Stone of Frech in a valley tco deep for

shadows he raises his silver horn, and the oathbreakers massed in
the shadows

do

not attack hi:; but troop fror the black hills to

4"ulfill their vow and find peace.

"Even the shades of men are

obedient to his will" (111,184).
At -fte Haven, the phantom army sweeps the enemy in terror
from their ships, providing Pragorn eith a fleet in which to hrinl
reinforcerents to Minas Tirith.

Their vow fulfilled, the shades are

released from the curse at last and sent back to the hills to be at
rest (111,166-87).
Aragorn arrives at !'linos Tirith in tine to save the city,
edvancing under a stendard beerin9 t'ee white tree of life which is
the syiebol of r;ondor, and the stars and crown of Flendil; an

the

song of his united people is like the sera of the saints as they
sweep into heaven after the Harrowing of Fell.
Sind now, ye people of the Tower of Anor,
for the Realm of Sauron is ended for ever,
and the Dark Tower is thrown down.

4

Sinc and rejoice, ye people of the Tower of Guard,
for your watch heth not been in vain,
and the Black Gate is broken,
and your King hath passed through,
and he is victorious.
Sins and be clad, all ye children of the !.!est,
for ycur King shall come again,
and he shall dwell among you
all the days of your life.
,!.rid the Tree that was withered shall he renewed,
and he shall :lent it in the hicn places,
and the City shall be blessed.
Sins all ye pceple.

The descent rotif has ireasurab
ly reinforced Tolkien's
vision of the meaning of existence
. Life is an endless struggle
against evil, it is true, in 1::hich
the outcore is always in doubt
and triu4th never perrlanently on.
ut victory, ie.aced in the
Harrowing of Hell, is always a joyo
us possibility, and in its
expectation nen must labor to "up
root the evil in the fields
. . so that those who live after
may have clean earth to till"
(II1,190).
The Tolkien trilogy, it has been
deronstrated, will sustain
a Christian interpretation; the
trilogy by C. S. Lewis can be
Lnderstood in no other wa. Since
the publication of The Scrtare
Letters in 192, Lewis has been
established as a popular spokesman
for ChristiEr,ity, and each of his
books since that date has to a
c:reater or lesser decree served as
prcpagation of the faith.
Lewis' purpose is a5etted in the
space trilogy by a concept
of ryth which has evolved radicall
y since the evening when a fellow
atheist sittinc at his fireside adm
itted, "r71 thine. .41 11 that stuff
of Frazer's about the Dying God.
Rum thing. It alrost looks as if
it
had really happened once."'6 Lewis'
definition of myth as a "real
though unfocussed gleeel of divine
truth fallinp on human imagination"1
7
makes Christianity the central hist
orical embedirent of nyth. Like
Tolkien, he finds Fl 1 and fact
uniting when the word became Flesh.
'It is the archetypal myth of .. qhic
h all others are !ore or less
16..
Lilby, TLe Christian I.!orld of
C. S. Lewis, e. 19.
17C. S. Lewis, Miracles: A 7re
liminarv Study (%ew York:
!lacmillan Company, 1947)",—To. 139
.

distorted irages"1A --images which Lewis believes have been calle
d
into being by Sehnsucht, or every soul's longing for God.1
9
The conception allows Lewis to tre3t the !-:arrowinn of Hell
motif without distortion of its reptive i7-ace.

The motif may,

in fact, be viewed as an artistic and doctrinal orTanizati
on of
the trilogy as a whole.

P. Irwin, commenting on the Hegelan-

like movement of excursion and return which Lewis emplo
ys, together
with Tolkien and Williams, suggests the basis for this
interpretation.20
neyond the instances of specific Harrowing of !ell
symbolism in the indiviCual narratives, the very -over,ent
of the
trilogy as a whole rc-itutes a confrontation V the
protagonist
with the powers of darkness and a victorious return
with the
secret of freedom for the captives of rarth.
A clue to the embedded Harrowing of Hell thene lies
in the
hero's name, Ransom, defined as "a nAplent tr,at deliv
Prs."

in C.,t

of the Eilent Planet, he is introducud as a middle-age
d philologist
enrcute to Mars as the unwilling captive of a greed
y capitalist and
an evil scientist, Veston, who intend him as
a sacrifice to the
artians in return for mining rights on the plane
t.

Ransom finds

that Martian life forms which at first appear frish
tening later
1
8Kilhy, The Christian "orld of C. !. Lewis, n. ?SF,
cyoting
Marjorie E. Wright, "The rEiTic Kingdon Of fW: Actud
y in the
4th-Philosophy of Charles jilliams, C. F. Lewis
;
O. R.
Tolkien" (unpublished dissertation, University
of Illinois, lic0).
p. 141.
19rilby, on. cit., pp. 29, 36.
"W. R. Irwin, "There and
(Fall, 1961), 566-78.
cr.
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assune a haunting beauty.

Against the Lackdrop of unspoiled

creation, happy in its obedience
to

aleidil, creator of the

universe, Ransom perceives with
shame that the real horror of
the universe is his own corrup
t world, whose insurrection und
er
the "bent" Oyarsa, or fallen
anpel, has rade it a silent planet
,
alienated from the cosmic har
mony.
returns to Earth resolved
to fight the evil forces whi
ch control it.
In Perelandra the hero is giv
en an opportunity to put
his redemptive impulses int
o practice. In this second nov
el, he
voluntarily undertakes a mis
sion to ':enus cn tehal' of its
beleaguered queen who is abo
ut to undergo the temptation
of Eve
in her virgin land. Fer tempte
r, Ransom discovers, is the wil
y
—estcn, acting as voluntary ser
vant of the corrunt ''yarsa of
Yeston counsels the queen to
irnore the divine orohibiticn
against
settling on the Forbidden Lan
d, while Ransom aroues for obe
dience.
When it seems certain that Ran
som will be unable through
logic to prevent a repetitio
n of the traoedy of Eden, he eno
ages
the diabolical 'v!eston in a grin
: physical contest. Their bat
tle
rapes over land and sea, reachi
ng its clioax in a dark subter
ranean
cavern whose "darkness, heat,
horror, and stink" are reminisce
nt of
all iragined hells. The hero
chooses for his last stand aga
inst
the enemy, whom he now recoon
izes as devil -possessed, a
spot
illuminated by an "abyss of bli
nding hrichtness" whose fin
es
'swelled and roared and writhe
d.' Wit'7 the incantation
"In the
name of the Father and of the
Son and of the i!oly Ghost" upo
n his
lips, Ransom crushes the sci
entist and hurls him into the sea
of
fire.

Escaping from the cave, the hero lies trance-like at the
cavern mouth for a "long Sabbath," during which he is "breast-fed
by the planet," then rises in youthful vigor "on the third day."
He returns over the mountains to find all Venus celebrating the
institution of a society that has discarded its immature innocence
for consciously chosen perfection.

Because of Ransem's struggle

in the pit, this world will not follow Earth's route to disobedience
and corruption.

A second crucifixion will not be necessary on Venus.

Ransom joins the jubilant king and queen, the tutelary
spirits, and the singing beast.; in a hymn of praise to
in which speech bursts spontaneously from one after ancther, in the
manner of the salute cc the saints in hell te the conquering
Christ.

Then, his mission accomplished, he returns to Earth in a

coffin-like box which he finds waiting for him in a bed cf lilies.
The companions who resurrect Ransom find him strangely
changed--stronger than before and perpetually youthful.

Only one

defect mars his perfect health and beauty--an open wound in his
heel, the rark left by the teeth of the Enemy during the hero's
Harrowing of He+1.
Ransom has done battle with the Enemy in the outer worlds
and bested him.

In the strength of his new insight into good and

evil, he must now release Earth's captives from the tyrant who
hinds them.

This adherence to the return movement accounts for

Panso:e's more passive role in the closing book of the trilegy.
Like Christ, who leaves the binding of Satan to others, Ransom
merely directs the stratecy of his company as he himself is directed
in turn by the armies of Deep Heaven.

That 'riideous Strength follows the P-Tthurian
theme suefee.
by the bleeding wound of the Fisher in with
which Perelandra
closes. since the Grail myth also incorporates
Harrowinc, cs7
ir.aeery in the eucst, the ordeal in the Chap
el Perilous, and :-e
people in bondage to the draoon, symbols of
hell and redemption
are again appropriately e7loyed.
One instance follows a dreaTi of Jane Studdock
, a novice
in the society formed around Flansom (eel., know
n as Mr. Fisher-Kino)
to combat the Enemy's attempt to take over
Earth. Jane's gift 2c a
seer has revealed that N.I.C.E. (the :. atio
nal Institute of Coordinated Excerir.,ent), operatic:: as a fron
t for the hent eldil's
eregram of dchumanizin'e ran, plans to exhu
me
`-.ody free
its fifteen-century-old grave under D'ag
don 1:ood. The obvious
intent is c courling of modern scientific
poer with his ancient
mystic force for total world domination.
The vision sends Jane stumbling through
a starless nicht of
phantasmal horror to intercept Merlin on
his emergence from the
grave. Her landmarks to the rock-lined tunn
el are to be a heap of
stones beside a wooded copse, shut from the
road behind a white
chte whose central cross piece is broken
off about a foot from the
top--a cluster of obvious crucifixion symbols.
She finds insteld a
fire blazing in a hollow of the wood, end
feels her mind aflao vith
thoughts of heaven and hell and the death
to vihich her course mdy
cormitting her.
A still more productive image is A,rlin
himself.

All

unexpectedly, the supposedly amcral wizard
presents himself to

the forces of right,
bowing his will to -r
. Fisher-ing as the
reigning Pendragon,
heir to Arthur.
'ith the richteous fu
ry of a liberating
savior, !lerlin
throws open the cace
s of animals and men
in the exrerirental
laboratories of N.I.
C.E., then turns his
mystic powers to a
harrowing of the sata
nic forces governing
the institute. The
confusion of Babel
is repeated when men'
s speech becores uninte
lligible through his
magic. The plotters
turn upon each other in
frenzy, and each pe
rishes in his own Gomo
rrah nightmare of
earthquake, flame, an
d billowing sulphur.
!lerlin's last act
before vanishing is
to lift care's husban
d fron certain death
in the holocaust an
d set him on the road
toward ho-e.
activity constittes
a 7elance of biblical
symbols--eabel, Gomot,ah, Christ's cleansin
g of the terple--each
of which ades a furt
her dimension to the
action. Yet in the
context of divine ju
doment and to the acco
mpaniment of the
traditional fiery synb
olisr of hell, the Ha
rrowing of Hell ap
pears
as the dominant themat
ic imace. Its dual
liberating-retributive
aspects define the
consequences of choi
ce, both for good and
evil.
And as a corpletive
of the redeTptive ac
t, the Harrowing of He
ll
admirably croons the
salvation theme sugg
ested by the underlyi
ng
rail symbol -1 ,7r of th
P novel.
Lewis' fondness for
descent imagery is ev
ident in its
appearance in two
other novels, t
allegorical Till UP Pa
ve Faces,
and The Lion, The '1i
tch and the 1:ardroe
, from his Chronicle.s
of
:arnia series for
children. It is part
icularly explicit in
the
latter, which has -LIr?
7olden lien, Asian,
offering to appeaSe
the

witch's deep magic by dying in
place of Edmund, who has fallen int
o
her power by venturine into the
enchanted land. After eatina a
final meal with the children
at the tone Table, Asian is bound,
spit u2on, jeered at, and stabbe
d to death, whereupon the Stone
Table splits throuah the riddle
. Ai: daybreak the children find
Asian standing in the sunrise,
alive and rcre resplendent than
ever.
Pe slays the Aite witch in
battle, razes her castle, and hri
nas
back to life the animals she
has imprisoned and turned to sto
ne.
The Harrowing of Hell motif ena
bles Lewis, here as
elsewhere. to affirm with vicor
that an apparently sacrificial
adherence to rloral order result
s ie ,'itrant freedom.
This se '- e portrayal of fulfillme
nt thrcugh reder;tive
service is also a distingui
shing quality of the novels of
C,harlec
l!illiams, last cf the trio of Chr
istian writers to be discussed
.
His fiction is constructed to
display the universal battle bet
ween
order and chaos. In assert
ina the centrality of unselfishnes
s or
burden-bearing which he calls Exc
hance. Williars allows adequa
te
room for the use of descent
imagery within the novels.
technique in the first five of
his seven
fictional works is similar to
what which Lewis employs in Tha
t.
Hideous __
Strena
th-th
e introduction into modern soc
—
iety of an
event of COS7iC significance in
order to force human reaction
in
terms c good or evil. !eak or
despicatle characters, throug
h
pride or lust for poer, suc
cumb to creed for the'reeic
Prclerty
which is part of
stage setting in these early sto
ries.
Their action, as Charles
P!oorman points cut, generally
has the

,o•
X.47,

Pi)

effect of upsettiry the natural order,
which can be restored only
by the unselfish intervention of the
hero or heroine 21 throueh an
ordeal approximating crucifixion or
a descent into hell.
In Yar in Peaven the Archdeacon of Fard
les helps to foil an
attempt against the Poly Grail by
selfless identification vith the
relic, and falls dead at the altar
as the irail vanishes to safety.
Chloe Burnett in Many Dimensions make
s her outstretched arms a
channel for the return of the Stone
of Solomon to its place in the
universe and dies under its protecti
on. When Eenry attempts murder
through a storm unleashed y the Tar
ot cards in The .'1-.eater Tru-Ds,
!!ancy's love, represented by the Fco
l, controls the erratic cards
and quells t', test. The devout fait
h of the vicar, Ian Caithness,
in Shadows of Ecstasy delivers the
soul of the Zulu chief fror,
bondage.

And in The Place of the Lion Anthony
stands on the brink
of hell and tames the archetypal animals
ranging the English
countryside by naming them in the fash
ion of a latter-day Adam
to final novels demonstrate depend
ence upon a
central visicn rather than a symbolic
object, but the substitutionary
imagery remains duninant. Lester Fur
nivall, the heroine of All
_Hal_lows' Eve, has.just died in a wartime plane crash,
but across the
boundary between life and death she
draws into herself the suffering
of an old schoolmate, .,etty, and saves
the girl from disaster. The
thP..-,e of Txchanqe, unhampered by deat
h itself, is signMcant since
this is the last bcok written by :Ill
-lams tefore'his death.

21

Arthurian Triptych, p. 84.

C.

The Farrowing of 'ell imagery implicit thouh unstated in
these novels emerges clearly labelled in Descent into Fell.
title has a dual meanino.

The

Fcr Lawrence ''!entworth, whose pride and

self-absorption is a crippling, alieoating malady, it is the descent
of the damned; but for Peter Stanhope and Pauline

clstruther it is

a progress to salvation.
Stanhope reveals the pattern of the harrowing when Pauline
confesses to hir her fear of the doppelcanger whose recurring
appearance constitutes her private hell.
by offering to

The poet startles her

,r.:Ept the terror as his own

nYhen you are alone," he said, "rereer that I
an afraid instead of you, and that I have taken over
every kind of worry. Think merely that; say to yourself--'he is beino worrie0,' and co on. Pemember it
is mine.“22
The deliverance is rot accomplished cheaply but causes Stanhop
e
sympathetic anguish.
Deliberately he opened himself to that fear, . .
absorbing . . . the strangeness and the terror
. . . . imacinini7 to himself the long walk with
its sinister possibility, the ogreish world lyinc
around, the air with its treachery to all sane
appearance. His own eyes began to seek and
strain and shrink, his own feet, quiet though
actually they were, began to weaken with the
necessity of advance upon the road down which
the girl was passing. The body of his flesh
received her alien twor, his mind carried the
t,orden of her world."
Once delivered from terror by :Aanhope's assur.otion of
her burden, Pauline is able to carry on a rAdem7,tive ministry of
22Charles iiUams, Descent into Hell (Grand Rapids, !lich.:
'illiaiP. Eerdmans Publishing Tori5any, 1947, p. 99.
•2
Si

ibid., pp. 100-01.

her own which operat
es across the barriers cf
death and tire.Pa
The
first instance is a cont
inuatinn of harrowinn ac
tivity initiated by
her dying grandmother on
behalf of a miserable wo
rkman, alcoholic
and despondent, who ye
ars earlier had hanged
himself in an unfinished
mansion rather than ret
urn to his nagging wife
and the constant
reminder of his failur
e.
Usinc a stream of cons
ciousness technique, Wil
liams describes
the suicide in medieval
imaoery. The workman cl
imbs to the upper
level of the house on
a ladder reminiscent of
those on which
artists pictured mankin
ascending and descendino
in the threelevel cosmography of the
riddle ges. references
to skeletons
and to a dead priest rel
ate the ladc'er also to
the cross which
stood cn the 111 of te Skull and became feymedieval ran the
center of the universe
and a place of access
to paradise or
damnation. The work::.an
inagines hi self mounti
ng not only the
skeleton of the house
but his own backbone—b
oth medieval figures
of the cosmos. The fa
ct that the roof is no
t on ncr the workman'
s
life built up images th
e release of the soul
through death.25
Significantly, this hous
e of hanging is now occ
upied by
Lawrence Wentworth, who
se recurring dream of
descending a leng
rope prefioures the
damnation to which self
-love leads.
24With Williams this
concept of the contempo
time is not a noveli
raneity of all
stic pose but an actual
belief, as documented
by Vary ”eDermott Shi
deler (The Theoloov of
in the Writings of Ch
Ro
arles WilliamS7Grand Ra mantic Love: A Study
pids; Vich.: William
B. Eerdmans publishin
g Company, l(?6?], pp.
95-102).
2- Lliade (The Sacred and
the profane, pp. 174-75
Indian custom of rem6
)
vi
66-a
—r
o
of
in
cases of prolonged deatcih tesos an
the soul can more easi
ly quit the body.
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The workman finds

death not the release he ant
icipated but
a puraatorial existence wit
h the opportunity for bet
ter choices.
"Because he had never had
an opportunity to choose lov
e, nor
effectively heard the int
olerable cospel proclaimed,
he was to be
offered it again, and now
26
as salvation."
Pauline's saintly
grandmother begins the pro
cess of redemption by a fre
ely offered
love which dissolves dis
trust as it reveals to the
workman his
own infinite worth. Paulin
e completes the process by
directing
him to the London road and
the life he was not brave
enough to
face before.
Pauline's major descent
into hell occurs when she
finds
herself in the cell of her
celebratc:J ancestcr, the mar
tyr ti!ehn
Struther who, centuries bef
ore, had .-rished at the sta
ke with
words of triumph on his
lips. She firds him on the
eve of his
martyrdom in an agony of
fear, ready at any moment
to recant.
Across four centuries Pau
line takes his fear upon
herself and
recognizes it as the dread
of the doppelganger which
she has
endured all her life. She
hears him call out of the
flames, "I
have seen the salvation of
my God," just as Foxe's Boo
k of rartyrs
said he had. From the end
of the world he blesses thi
s dauohter
of his house, who, of "all
his children and descendan
ts had run
by
sacrifice of heart to eas
e and carry his agcny,"27
and
Paulne knows she will be
haunted no more.
L:escent into Hell, p. 118.
27Ibid., p. 173.
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In plunging into darkness and terror on behalf
of her
ancestor, Pauline learns the truth of Peter
Stanhope's ambiguous
life is good, though a terrible good.28

words:

Hell itself may

be a fact of joy,29 if one descends into it
to free another.
Charles Williams has been described as that
anomalous
article, the "Christian pessimist."

C. S. Lewis writes:

He never forgot the infinite menaces of life
,
the unremitted possibility of torture, maim
ing,
madness, bereavement, and (over all) that
economic
insecurity which . . . poisons our sorrows
as well
as modifying our joys.3°
Williams' fiction, as surely as that of Samu
el Beckett,
insists on stripping away the overriding comf
orts of faith; yet
his conclusions are unsparingly Christia
n.
The i-!arrowing of Pell is an ideal image for
the expression
of Williams' difficult concept because, like
the Exchange, it is
retroactive in its Scope. Myth, furthermore,
has served to
"universalize what is basically a highly impr
obable and therefore
- highly specific fictional situation," Char
les Moorman points out.
"The apparently strange illustration of the
doctrine [of Exchange]
in Descent into Hell is simply an extensio
n of what is, in reality
an everyday occurrence, a 'universal rule
.'"31 As Williams sees

2811-Ad., p. 16.
29Ibid., p. 115.
30"
Preface," Essays Presented to Charles
WilliF,ms,
ed. by C. S. Lewis (Lion: Tford Lniversi
ty Press, K47),
pp - xii-xiii.
31

Arthurian Triptych, pp. ES, 93.

t, what Christ once did in the pit of hell for men
ages dead,
man may now do in God's behalf for his neighbor.

CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION
This survey has followed the harrowing of Hell in a course
that has come full circle from primitive man's need for a champion
to modern man's search for the champion within himself.

It is the

selfsame search, says Joseph Campbell, but with the center of gravity
shifted. 1 Man is now the "crucial mystery.
He cannot look for
salvation in society but must becore the safior of society.

Using

the imagery of the Harrowing of Hell, Campbell concludes:
Man is that alien presence with whom the forces of
egoism must come to terms, through whom the ego is
to be crucified and resurrected, arid in whose image
society is to be reformed. . . .2
The multi -faceted mythological hero and the Hebrew Messiah
alike were embodied in the victorious Christ of the Gospel of
icodemus.

Whether its composition constituted a defection from

truth or an impulse toward the apprehension of a higher reality,
the motif made its appeal to the persistent need of the race for
a hero to champion its cause.

Thou; denieC official sanction by

t!e church, the motif still flourished in the guise of doctrine
during the patristic roriod and through the "iddle Aces, spread
ing
across the continent.

It attained its highest deelepment during

the centuries of the mystery play in England.
1 The

Hero
with a Thousand Faces,
_

2Ibid., p. 391.
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iOn

the rise of

critical scholarship preceding the Renaissance, the motif began its
gradual recession into a purely symbolistic device.

The twentieth

century revival of the motif in force has coincided with a mounting
disillusionr'ent over man's fractured selfhood, making the modern
hero-deed the "questing to bring to light again the lost Atlantis
of the co-ordinated soul."3
The roots of the Harrowing of Hell motif have been traced
to their source in the archetypal longing of primitive man for a
champion.

Documentation has been offered from both pagan and

Hebrew mythology, the latter only tentatively sketched.
The relationship between the Hebrew Messiah expectation
and the elahoratior) of the victorious Christ of t
nc:.i-cre to have been. examined.

Harrowing seems

This paper does rot pretend to d

justice in a few paragraphs to messianic scholarship--a subject on
which scholars have lavished the research of years.

It merely

suggests one area of the mythological heritage which has been
neglected and to which further attention could profitably be given.
Attention has been focused upon the varied theological views
on the doctrine of Christ's descent from the patristic period to the
early Middle Ages.

Ralph Turner's research covering the first

thirteen centuries4 has been invaluable.

The brief resume of thought

during the sixteenth century, the work of Constance I. Smith,5 has
'Ibid., p. 388.
4"Descendit ad Inferos.: :ledieval Views on Christ's
Descent into Hell and the Salvation of the Ancient Just,"
pp. cit.
5"Descendit ad Inferos--Again," pp. cit.

(3P
also been helpful.

A continuation of their wo
rk, with special
attention to the beliefs
of English theologians and
parish priests
in England during the
high Middle Ages and Renais
sance would he
useful. A parallel stu
dy of the texts of poer,s
and plays redacted
from the Gospel of Nic
odemus during the same per
iod might produce
interesting conclusions
about the influence of the
clergy on popular
theology, or vice verse.

1

Surely the area of Eng
lish literature from the Ren
aissance
to and including the
nineteenth century should
yield a number of
analogues if combed fo
r Harrowing of Hell sym
bolism.
Nor have twentieth cen
tury analocues been exhausted
by any
means. Tndeed, descen
t imagery can be expect
ed to appear, especially
in its ironic aspect
, while writers continue
to probe the depths for
the meaning of man's
estrangement. It nay eve
n be that among the
images of beauty and
terror he encounters, the
ancient symbol of
the conqueror will app
ear tb strike his chains
.
A realistic evaluatio
n of the relative merits
of positive
versus negative uses
of the descent imagery
is difficult, both
because of the unequal
talents of the writers who
se work has been
considered and because
of natural predilection
for the vision of
reality which accords
with his own. The moti
f functions no less
successfully for Beck
ett, who denies the validi
ty of the inherent
reli4lous associations
of the motif, than for Wi
lliams, whose
relicious alignment mak
es of doctrine and art
a structural unity.
Williams' concern is pre
cisely that which Beckett has
articulated, but viewed
from the opposite side of
the coin.

C9

Sacrificial involvement alone projects the action of the harrowing
on a universal scale, they agree.

Cut in Williams' view this is

gloriously possible.
The response evoked by the opposing 7odes is nevertheless
profound.

The reaction is unaffected by degree in artistic merit

and ungoverned by optimism or pessimism.

It is simply the

difference, in the words of Pascal, - between the misery of
man
without God and the grandeur of man with God."6
J. R. R. Tolkien makes a similar observation concerning
the interrelatedness of response and primary truth.

In his

discussion of the supreme eucatastrophe of the Incarnatio
n and
the Pesurrecticn, he states:
There is no tale ever told that men would rather find
was true, and none which so many sceptical men have
accepted as true on its own merits. For the Art of
it has the supremely convincing tone of Primary Art,
that is, of Creation
To reject it leads either to
sadness or tc wrath.
Podern writers have employed the Harrowing of Hell motif
both positively and negatively in their search for an
ordering
principle in the chaotic twentieth century wasteland;
and the
brokenness and disintegration which accompany rejection of
the
imagery may bear as profound a witness to the validity
of the
conception as does the joyous witness of demonstrable trium
ph.
The affirmative possibilities of the motif seen clearest
to the medievalist.

Alert both to the past and present, he is

6Quote
d by Roger Hazel ton, A Theplo9ical. Approach to it
(f!ashville: Abingdon Press, 1967), p. 46.
7.
On Fairy Stories,"
P. 72.

able to reproduce the aura of an age when man enjoyed a spiritual
unity that gave him "a continuous awareness of Last Things."3

In

his hands the Harrowing of Hell transfers to the present something
of the shining rel-.',nce which surrounded it in that earlier age.
But whether the motif is used in affirmation or ironic
denial, the inevitable respcnse of gladness or despair indicates
how surely the unknown author of Nicodemus plied his craft.

The

modern reader responds instinctively to the truth in the motif
which medieval

an long ago discovered--a vague but hauntingly

evocative promise of redemption.

Beyond all the cruelty and

horror and meaninglessness of which the world is cacable waits
a dimension of lauchter and fulfillment, and a well-loved Face.
aile the Harrow-7ng of Pell is still capable of stirring in men
these ineluctable intuitions, it will remain, for all its obscurity,
a valued symbol in literary tradition.
,

The F,ailure of Theolony in Modern Literature,

p. 163.

?or
,
'

,
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